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Abstract

With the destruction of 9-11, and more recently the Asian Tsunami and 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, came an urgency for communities across the US to be better 

prepared for such events. Human-caused and natural disasters are the principal force that 

crisis managers must face when planning, coordinating, and preparing for a crisis. This 

research examines the lived experience of crisis managers in the Fairbanks North Star 

Borough (FNSB) as they engage in the process of planning coordinated responses to such 

crises. The study employs conversational interviewing as method and follows a narrative 

methodology. The results of the study suggest that crisis managers in the FNSB are a 

cohesive group who depend on mutual aid in the event of crises, and understand that 

there are boundaries to their response, yet are confident in their abilities. They respond to 

such events following a hierarchical command structure similar to that of the military. 

Their coordinated efforts are regulated by outside agencies and include interacting with 

the media on a routine basis.
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Chapter 1 

Review of Related Literature

1.1 Statement o f the Problem and Goals o f  the Research

Each year in the US, state, local, and federal agencies prepare, plan, and 

coordinate strategies to defend against natural disasters, industrial accidents, and 

domestic as well as international terrorism. Although terrorist attacks are rare in 

comparison to the number of earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, and hurricanes which occur 

every year, they are also a force to be reckoned with. The destruction of September 11 , 

2 0 0 1 , forced the country to be better prepared for the next major crisis, be it terrorist 

attack or natural disaster. Risk associated with terrorism is now depicted on the nightly 

news via color-coded imagery, in the same manner as alerting the public of fire danger in 

a national forest. Last year's Asian Tsunami and most recently Hurricane Katrina created 

a flurry of criticism regarding how ill-prepared those regions and national response were 

for such disasters. Had there been a tsunami warning system in place for the Indian 

Ocean, thousands of lives might have been saved. Relief agencies responding to 

Hurricane Katrina were caught off guard by the severity of a storm said to be the worst 

natural disaster in US history. All these events have made people more aware of the need 

for effective crisis communication.

My personal interest in natural and human-caused disasters is rooted in various 

past experiences, one of which included both experiencing Hurricane Hugo, a category 

four storm that devastated the US Virgin Islands where I had just arrived to work during 

the tourist season, and being involved in the subsequent cleanup efforts. My lived



experience with various disasters confirms for me that the populace must be better 

prepared for such events and that those in charge of preparing and coordinating planning 

procedures must find better ways of helping their communities to be prepared to respond 

when disaster strikes. More specifically, my experience and interest in risk and crisis 

communication leads me to the conclusion that more research needs to be conducted with 

the individuals who are responsible for planning for crisis and coordinating responses to 

crises, because their actions will have a profound effect on potentially thousands of 

people in the wake of such events. Understanding how and why these individuals do what 

they do in planning emergency response to natural or human-caused disasters may 

facilitate future crisis communication research, and in the long run help planners in 

finding better ways to prevent loss of life and property when a crisis does occur.

Recently I attended a roundtable discussion at the 2005 National Communication 

Association (NCA) conference in Boston, MA, on research opportunities in risk and 

crisis communication. Among the topics discussed by crisis communication scholars, as 

well as members from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and 

Homeland Security, was the need for research that focuses on those whose job it is to 

prepare and plan for catastrophic events. This thesis addresses that need in examining 

how those whose work it is to prepare and coordinate plans for crisis communication in 

the US Far North experience the process of coordination planning.

Communities across the nation take measures to reduce the risk of potential 

crises. Emergency coordinators and crisis planners in the Far North are faced with many 

obstacles when preparing strategies for an environment quite different from many in the



US. Fairbanks, Alaska, part of the Fairbanks North Star Borough (FNSB), is nestled in 

the interior of the state, 350 miles north of Anchorage. The FNSB is the northern-most 

populated region in the United States with roughly 80,000 residents. The Borough is 

home to the State's main university campus, Fort Wainwright, Eielson Air Force Base, a 

fuel refinery, the FNSB School District, an international airport, a regional hospital, and 

the Alaska Pipeline which meanders through the region for part of its 800 mile length 

from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez.

Alaskans in the FNSB are faced with unique circumstances when a crisis occurs. 

The region experiences extended periods of darkness in the deep winter, extended periods 

of daylight in the peak summer, subzero temperatures, at times accompanied by ice-fog, 

and severe smoke conditions from summer wildfires. Added to these conditions is the 

Borough's location, isolated for hundreds of miles by untouched wilderness and between 

mountain ranges, accessible by road only via three highways, one of which is closed to 

the public. Beyond the FNSB, Alaska is home to active volcanoes and experiences 

regular seismic activity. The coast is vulnerable to tsunamis. Though volcanoes and 

tsunamis are not a major concern in the interior part of the state, they are a formidable foe 

for Alaska’s coastal cities, towns, and villages.

1.2 Risk and Crisis Communication

Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer (2003) make the following distinction between crisis 

communication and risk communication: “crisis communication is about an event that 

has occurred, whereas risk communication is a projection of what might happen.”

Further, risk communication is a “[projection] about some harm occurring at some future



date . . . [whereas crisis communication concerns a specific] incident that has occurred 

and produced harm” (p. 203). In the US, the risk that disasters will strike is what drives 

some communities to prepare for the worst, and such risk is an “essential element in the 

study of crisis communication” (p. 2 0 1 ). O’Hair (2004) notes there is “substantial 

commonality between risk and crisis communication” suggesting that academics and 

practitioners at times use the terms interchangeably (p. 5). But as Seeger, Sellnow, & 

Ulmer (2003) explain, “[crises] prove the presence of risk and heighten the public’s 

perception of risk” (p. 2 0 1 ). Organizations whose job it is to design “appropriate recovery 

efforts for the potential victims of [catastrophic] events” are in the position of 

experiencing both risk and crisis communication as they plan for and mitigate these 

situations (p. 56).

Risk communication, as defined here, normally involves pre-crisis planning. Pre

crisis plans are those that consider the potential for crises to occur and are intended to 

provide organizations whose job it is to respond to such events some latitude when faced 

with difficult situations. Risk communication also normally involves communication of 

crisis plans to a public who may be affected in case of a disaster or attack. O’Hair (2004) 

makes clear the need for a thorough assessment of how risk and crisis communication 

messages are produced, and how the public might respond to them, so that leaders in key 

positions are able to communicate crisis information in a timely fashion and are certain 

the message going out is understood by those it is intended to reach (p. 5 ).



1.3 Organizational Crises and Natural or Human Caused Disasters

It is also necessary to distinguish between the characteristics of organizational 

crises and those of natural or human-caused disasters because that distinction is often 

made in crisis communication literature (Feam-Banks, 1996; Millar & Heath, 2004, 

Seeger, Sellnow, & Ulmer, 2003, 1998). An organization responsible for addressing a 

community-wide disaster may at the same time experience an internal crisis. Hence, an 

industrial accident, for example, can simultaneously be an organizational crisis and a 

human-caused disaster.

An organizational crisis, as defined by Seegar, Sellnow, & Ulmer (1998) is a 

“specific, unexpected, and nonroutine event or series of events that create high levels of 

uncertainty and threaten or are perceived to threaten an organization’s high priority 

goals” (p. 233). The authors conclude that “organizational crises are . . .  more likely to be 

precipitated by mistakes, oversights, or system deficiencies” (p. 233). While most 

organizational crises are the result of human error, disasters, are “non-organizationally 

based events generated by natural or mass technological forces” (Quarantelli, as cited in 

Seegar, et al., 1998, p. 233). Kreps describes disasters as “large-scale community-based 

events that affect society or its subunits that are managed by community, government, or 

social groups” (p. 233). Clearly, both disasters and crises are public events “that [create] 

media scrutiny and pressure for immediate explanations” (Seegar et al., 1998, p. 234). It 

will be valuable in what follows to examine closely a specific example of a human- 

caused disaster in the Far North which both triggered an organizational crisis, and 

provided important insight into risk and crisis communication.



1.4 The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

While some natural disasters are predictable in the sense that they will occur in 

certain regions, e.g., hurricanes and earthquakes, human-caused disasters are less likely to 

provide any forewarning. Industrial accidents which are the result of human error are 

common and force large corporations to engage in measures which will insure the safety 

of their employees as well as the surrounding communities. However, Stacks (2004) 

notes past research (Mitroff et al., 1989; Wisenblit, 1989) which suggests most 

corporations have the attitude “the worst will not happen to us, the worst will happen to 

others” (as cited, 2004, p. 37). Stacks explains, that “[no] corporation is immune from 

crisis . . .  [and that] an average of 10 crises annually challenged the management of large 

American corporations” in 1989 (p. 37). One excellent example is the Exxon Valdez oil 

spill. The accident was both an organizational crisis for Exxon and a huge economic and 

environmental disaster for communities in the Prince William Sound area of Alaska. The 

major players in the Valdez spill were: Exxon, the United States Coast Guard (USCG); 

the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC); and Alyeska Pipeline 

Service Co. (Browning & Shetler, 1992, p. 478). The principal agency involved with spill 

response preparedness, namely Alyeska Pipeline Service Company, along with the other 

State and federal agencies empowered to regulate the transportation of oil, failed to 

anticipate an incident the size of the Exxon Valdez oil spill.

On March 24, 1989, the tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef in Prince 

William Sound. Having just departed Valdez after loading up with millions of gallons of 

Alaskan crude, the tankers’ hull ruptured, spilling the thick black substance into the cold



Alaskan waters. Considered a failure in crisis communication, the 1989 spill drew nation

wide attention and spiraled several agencies into a whirlwind of accusations and lawsuits 

which have yet to be settled. The episode has redefined the way the oil industry operates 

in coastal waters and questioned the actions of state and federal agencies during such a 

crisis.

Governmental failures occurred long before the incident and were the basis for a 

complete breakdown of communication between state and federal agencies. Hellstrom 

(1998) explains, a “key factor in the negotiations [of the Trans Alaskan Pipeline (TAP)] 

was a promise made by the federal government to require double bottoms on oil tankers, 

something agreed to by the oil industry” (p. 364). Difficulties arose when the oil industry 

“met with hard times in the 1980s” after which the issue withered and the public was 

assured that “Prince William Sound would be monitored by state-of-the-art equipment.” 

The monitoring, according to Hellstrom, “was never implemented” (pp. 364-365). The 

federal government also downsized the Coast Guard station at Valdez to one person on 

duty and replaced the existing radar with a weaker unit “which made it impossible to 

effectively monitor tankers on the way out of the terminal” (p. 365). So when the Exxon 

Valdez moved through Prince William Sound full of Alaskan crude, the odds that 

something serious could happen were already high, completely apart from the Captain’s 

leaving an uncertified third mate to negotiate the tanker around Bligh Reef.

Even more astonishing was the lack of an adequate spill response team under the 

direction of Alyeska Pipeline Service Company. The company, for the first five years 

after the construction of the Trans Alaskan Pipeline, “had a spill-readiness team on stand-
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by around the clock, maintaining equipment and running drills” (Hellstrom, 1998, p.

365). After that time these teams were “assigned other duties . . .  [slowing] down the 

mobilization process considerably” (p. 365). Other problems included a 14 hour delay 

before the containment booms arrived at the scene. When the booms did arrive, some 

were damaged and sank while others had been made for harbor use and not open water. 

Hellstrom explains, “[it] took five days into the spill for the booms to start fulfilling their 

function,” and when the Coast Guard authorized Alyeska-Exxon to use dispersants, of 

which there were not enough, they were deemed useless because of “gale force winds” 

(pp. 365-366).

Also, Alyeska’s plan for a 200,000 barrel spill (2.2 million gallons less than the 

Exxon Valdez spill) was characterized by near perfect conditions. For instance, Alyeska’s 

plan prepared for

[seas] less than 5 feet. . . [currents] less than 1.6 knots . . . [waves] less than 2 feet 

. . . [at] least 2 miles visibility . . . [weather] conditions conducive to clean-up . . .

[winds] at 5 knots . . . [ship] boomed within 5 hours, shore immediately. . .

[dispersants] arrival not estimated, presumably 9-17 hours . . . [communication] 

flawless . . . [with] 10,000 barrels unrecoverable. (Hellstrom, 1998, p. 368)

During the negotiation of Alyeska’s spill response plan, the company included the 

2 0 0 ,0 0 0 -barrel scenario only after “strong opposition, and only because regulators 

insisted on it." Regulators for the service company in 1987 stated that Alyeska “believes 

it is highly unlikely a spill of this magnitude would occur . . . the majority of tankers 

calling in Port Valdez are of American registry and all of these are piloted by licensed



masters or pilots” (p. 368). Hellstrom points an accusing finger at Alyeska and the oil 

industry in general, calling their efforts “sloppy and misdirected,” the result of a less than 

adequate contingency plan.

Exxon carries the brunt of responsibility for the accident but the agencies 

responsible for coordinating clean-up efforts acted independently of one another prior to 

the spill and were ineffective in facilitating proper channels of communication after the 

spill, thereby exacerbating the situation. The incident is a complex issue that stands out in 

the crisis communication literature as a prime example of what not to do when planning 

for or when encountering a crisis. It is obvious that these agencies were ineffective in 

their planning, falling victim to hindsight bias and complacency. Browning and Shetler 

(1998) explain “[the] oil shipping system in Prince William Sound had operated for 

twelve years without a major catastrophe” (p. 479), leading Clark to conclude “past 

success may create . . .  a disqualification heuristic, that filters out bad news and 

highlights the good” (as cited in Browning & Shetler, 1998, p. 479). Examining the 

Exxon Valdez disaster in retrospect provides a number of important insights for more 

effective disaster planning and response.

The contingency plan developed by Alyeska included near perfect conditions. In a 

real-life crisis or disaster situation pre-planning is essential, yet no one can predict the 

outcome no matter how carefully the plan is prepared. To accept an oil spill recovery plan 

that calls for perfect conditions in Alaskan waters is unwarranted to say the least. 

Hellstrom (1998) notes that, “Alyeska had a strong bargaining advantage over ADEC 

since the State of Alaska depends on oil for 85 percent of its income." He goes on to say



“[regulators] had no effective social control over how the [contingency plan] developed 

and industry assumed primary responsibility for emergency planning” (p. 370). No red 

flags were raised by the US Coast Guard when Alyeska withdrew tug boat service after 

having had every tanker escorted out of Prince William Sound by the vessels.

Mistakes like these suggest “there is no evidence . . . that either government or 

industry evaluated even slightly adverse conditions for a major tanker foundering in 

Prince William Sound” (Hellstrom, 1998, p. 370). Meidt and Clark offer these remarks 

from Coast Guard officials upon notification of the spill that lend support to the notion 

that the agencies involved were smugly satisfied with safety issues surrounding the 

transportation of oil through the Sound: “That’s not possible, we have the perfect system” 

[and] “Simply stated, such an accident was not anticipated, but more, to us it was 

inconceivable’’’ (as cited in Browning & Shetler, 1998, p. 479; p. 481).

Awareness of safety issues, once in decline, created a snow-ball effect of 

ignorance, group-think, and bad decisions by all the actors involved. Clearly, as 

Hellstrom (1998) suggests, “many of the safety implementation failures seemed to relate 

to communicative difficulties between Alyeska and government regulators” (p. 371). He 

concluded that interagency communication and cross-boundary validation are paramount 

in lowering the risk of future hazards or disasters. That is, while it is essential for state 

and federal agencies to communicate their goals and aspirations when negotiating safety 

issues, they must also validate the integrity of contingency plans designed to protect the 

communities and environments in which they reside.
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Organized after the spill, the Regional Citizens’ Advisory Council (RCAC) keeps 

an eye on these agencies, and “[provides] a voice for communities affected by oil 

industry decisions in Prince William Sound, the Gulf of Alaska, and Cook Inlet." The 

RCAC works toward advising industry and government of the actual and potential 

environmental impact the oil industry has on these communities, as well as monitors the 

Alyeska Valdez terminal and tanker operations. In addition to promoting public 

awareness, the RCAC also conducts independent research and works towards prevention 

of oil spills and effective response strategies.

The RCAC is still very active in the prevention oil spills in Alaskan waters, as 

illustrated in a recent article in the Anchorage Daily News (Spills Legacy, 2005). The 

front-page news story elaborates on safety measures the shipping industry is now 

required to follow after the implementation of the 1990 Oil Pollution Act. A major 

stipulation of the Oil Pollution Act is a mandate for double-hulls on all tankers by 2015 

(p. A-l 1), something originally proposed by the federal government (see Hellstrom, 

1998). One aspect of the Oil Pollution Act that worries ex-Valdez mayor, John Devans, 

who is head of the RCAC, is that the act does not require tug boat service for double

hulled tankers. Devans suggests the oil companies “might stop paying for two escort tugs 

for each outbound tanker on grounds the new, double-hull ships pose less of a spill risk” 

(p. A-l 1). According to the article, “[only] Exxon, whose ship ran aground in 1989, has 

yet to build a new [double-hulled] tanker” (p. A-l 1). The tankers, though safer, are not 

fool-proof as “[human] error, not poor equipment, accounts for 80 percent or more of 

shipwrecks and other marine casualties, according to studies by the Coast Guard and



other authorities” (p. A-l 1). Sixteen years after the grounding of the Exxon Valdez, 

complacency is easing back into the decision making process.

Although loss of life was not an issue in the Exxon Valdez oil spill, such loss is 

a clear potential in many industrial accidents. If communities invite industry to enhance 

their economic base, they must also consider the ramifications if an accident were to 

occur. Browning & Shetler (1992) maintain that while the Exxon Valdez oil spill is no 

where near the largest to have occurred “its physical, social, economic, and emotional 

significance attracted unrivaled media and political attention” (p. 477). The attention 

garnered from the incident, due to its effect on the delicate relationship with the 

environment, forced the agencies involved as well as local communities and Native 

groups to reassess their roles as officials and citizens when considering future 

negotiations designed to protect them from industrial accidents. As with natural disasters, 

a risk assessment of the potential of an industrial crisis to cause death, injury, destruction 

of property, economic hardship, or environmental degradation will facilitate the role of 

mutual aid responders during a crisis. Nevertheless, the academic literature suggests 

“most emergency response planning efforts focus on natural hazards” (Britton & Lindsay, 

1995, p. 97).

The events of the Exxon Valdez oil spill also make clear the continual importance 

of local knowledge in the outcome. For instance, the Cordova District Fishermen United 

(CDFU) offered their assistance to Alyeska and Exxon by proposing to “carry out 

exclusionary booming to protect the hatcheries” resulting in “one of the few real 

successes of the entire spill response” (Browning & Shetler, 1992, p. 486). Further,



Dennis Kelso, the ADEC commissioner, stated, “it was action by . . .  a homegrown 

guerilla navy of fishermen that got the most done in Prince William Sound over the first 

few weeks” (as cited in Browning & Shetler, 1992, p. 487). He goes on to say the 

“creativity, knowledge, energy, and organization of local communities is a resource that 

is not adequately tapped under the current contingency planning processes” (pp. 487- 

488).

1.5 Risk Communication Regarding Earthquakes

The Exxon Valdez incident reveals much about breakdowns in risk and crisis 

communication and in planning for disasters. Natural disasters and the subsequent 

decision of planners to engage in risk communication, has direct relevance to risk 

communication in the FNSB. Earthquakes are a common occurrence along the west coast 

of the United States and Alaska is the most seismically active region on the North 

American continent with roughly twelve thousand seismic events per year, more than the 

rest of the continental US combined (Alaska Earthquake Information Center). However, 

large earthquakes gain more attention in California due to the state’s population of 

roughly thirty-four million people, compared to Alaska’s less than seven hundred 

thousand. One of California’s most devastating occurrences, the Loma Prieta 

Earthquake, struck outside of San Francisco on October 17, 1989 (Blanchard-Boehm, 

1998, p. 249). Earthquakes are nothing new to Californians, as millions live on the 

several fault lines throughout the state. However, because the quake occurred during rush 

hour traffic, as well as at the start of the World Series being played at Candle Stick Park, 

the seismic event caught Californians off guard. The earthquake, registering a magnitude



7.1 on the Richter scale, was felt as far North as the Oregon-Califomia border, as far 

South as Los Angeles, and eastward in the city of Reno, Nevada. Thousands were injured 

and 62 perished, most from collapsing interstate highway bridges which smashed the 

commuter traffic below (p. 249). Media images of automobiles driving off a collapsed 

freeway and of the destruction left behind possibly changed the minds of many who lived 

in the area, yet, California remains a popular location to live as is evident by its immense 

population.

After the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake, authorities were concerned that the 

general public did not have strategies in place at the individual level to prepare them for a 

large scale disaster, and that “providing a non-emergency warning as well as information 

regarding a range of available mitigation and preparedness measures,. . .  [would] 

convince individuals to take action to protect life and property” (Blanchard-Boehm,

1998, p. 250). Following the Loma Prieta quake, the United States Geological Survey 

(USGS) and other governmental agencies issued a report that concluded:

[There] would be more than one 7.0M earthquake in the next 30 years . . . [and] 

major earthquakes were likely on other segments of earthquake faults in the Bay 

Area (not just the San Andreas). . .  [also] there would be an unlikely repeat of 

the great 1906 San Francisco earthquake and that numerous other earthquakes of 

6.0M were likely with extensive damage near epicenters in densely populated 

urban areas, (p. 250)

One year later, the US Department of the interior published the findings from this report 

and disseminated the information “to the public at risk in and around the Bay Area . . .  in



a comprehensive and easy to understand information publication entitled,"The Next Big 

Earthquake in the Bay Area May Happen Sooner than You Think: Are You Prepared’ 

(Blanchard-Boehm, 1998, p. 250).

A similar publication is available on the Alaska Earthquake Information Center 

(AEIC, 2003) website, Are you preparedfor the next big earthquake in Alaska? 

According to the Alaska Earthquake Information Center, five 7.0M earthquakes have 

struck in the interior part of Alaska in the past century (1904, 1912, 1937, 1947, and 

2002), three of these within roughly fifty miles of Fairbanks (1904, 1937, and 1947). 

Most of these seismic events occurred at a time when the population density was low, 

infrastructure minor, automobile traffic next to none, and technology with respect to city 

services was at a minimum. The 2002 Denali fault earthquake struck about 130 miles 

away form any population center, however, if a 7.M quake were to strike the Fairbanks 

community in its present state, there most likely would be loss of life and area-wide 

destruction (AIEC). Add to that potential the possibility of such an occurrence happening 

during January or February, when temperatures can dip to -50 below for weeks at a time, 

and the loss of life could be extremely high because residents would possibly be without 

power, water, phone, and internet service. Although this is a worst case scenario, it 

cannot be discounted.

1.6 Assumptions and Models in Disaster Planning

As was evident in the lack of planning for a major oil spill in the Prince William 

Sound or the event of a major earthquake at the most inopportune moment, worst case 

scenarios must be considered. Events such as these amplify the need for those individuals



who are in charge of risk assessment to improve their planning and coordination 

strategies. The principal responsibility for the creation, management, and validation of 

such plans resides with individual managers in both private and governmental positions. 

As noted earlier, there appears to be little research on how these individuals do their jobs 

or the difficulties with which they are faced. Examining the work experience of crisis 

planners and managers could improve the effectiveness of planning and of the resulting 

plans by pointing out deficiencies, i.e., Alyeska’s oil spill recovery plan called for near

perfect conditions, or communicative strategies that might hamper response efforts, as in 

the difficulties experienced by those officials in Louisiana and Mississippi following 

Hurricane Katrina. One area of crisis planning that has been considered, is the 

assumptions and models that planners may hold and employ in creating crisis plans.

One commonly held assumption among emergency planners, risk communication 

researchers, and the media is that households are likely to be without assistance “during 

the first 72 hours of a disaster” (Blanchard-Boehm, 1998, p. 248). Rowan (2004) finds 

that “[risk] and crisis communicators tell us that people should have survival kits with 

them in their homes, offices, and cars . . .  [that] is, we should have three days worth of 

water . . .  [and] three days worth of food” (p. 18). Persons who prepare themselves in 

effect become volunteers in disaster relief because “if we were to take these steps . . .  

we’d be less likely to stress emergency systems if a crisis were to occur” (p. 18).

Making sure communities are well informed about the potential risks involved in 

their area is essential in getting them to prepare, “for people want to protect their 

households, so that in a major disaster they will be able to control their own destinies”



(Blanchard-Boehm, 1998, p. 249). A risk assessment of local communities must therefore 

be inclusive of all levels of society for as Rodriquez (2004) notes, “one of the co

founders of the Disaster Research Center, Russell Dynes has indicated that if we ignore 

the population in the development of our disaster plans, the population will also ignore 

our plans” (p. 12). Further, Rodriquez suggests that “we need to engage and respond to 

the needs and interests of the end-user communities if we are to be effective in the 

communication of risk and warnings” (p. 12). One organization that is commonly quite 

effective in interaction with its surrounding community is the public school system.

School districts across the nation are faced with the protection and safety of 

children in elementary, middle, and high schools. The general assumption among school 

administrators is that in the event of a crisis, concerned parents will flood their district 

offices as well as the schools themselves looking for concrete answers regarding the well 

being of their children. In their study of Michigan school districts, prompted by the 

Columbine massacre in 1999, Seeger, Barton, Heyart, and Bultnyck (2001) found 

communication to be the “principal factor of successful crisis management” (p. 382). 

Further, these researchers found that “encouraging cross-boundary communication with 

external stakeholders such as board members, parents, community leaders, law 

enforcement, community crisis managers, councilors and others, may facilitate the 

construction of plans with broader scope” (p. 382).

A recent case in point is the Anchorage School District’s reaction to community 

concerns following Hurricane Katrina by preparing twenty-one schools for disaster (p. 

(School Shelters, 2006, p. A 1-7). The municipality has always relied on the Red Cross for
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shelter, but community leaders and the public are realizing that people need more than 

shelter in the wake of a disaster. Plans include outfitting each of the schools with 

generators that can run for three days, “on-site containers” equipped with an array of 

necessities such as first-aid kits, garbage bags, paper towels, hand-sanitizer, blood-borne 

pathogen clean up kits, brooms, batteries, flashlights, Duct tape, tampons, and portable 

toilets with 1000 gallon minimum septic waste vaults. The districts nutrition facility 

keeps twenty-five thousand meals on hand and has a 25,000 gallon water reservoir “to be 

used as needed” (p. A 1-7 ).

The Anchorage Daily News reports, “[after] federal and Gulf Coast officials’ 

widely criticized effort to help Hurricane Katrina victims, people everywhere want to 

know how to help if disaster strikes” (School Shelters, 2006, p. A-l). Effective 

coordination of planning procedures and coordination strategies are essential for 

communities to manage through crises. As governmental, public, and private 

organizations plan for their role in a human-caused or natural disaster they must 

coordinate their goals and aspirations with each other and utilize community resources to 

facilitate relief efforts.

In addition to such assumptions, planners also employ implicit models of the 

public’s response to a crisis. Dynes (1994), compares the command and control or 

military planning model that has been used in the United States since the emergence of 

the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, to a problem solving model that he suggests is a 

more adequate approach to emergencies and disasters. He notes that the Federal Civil 

Defense Act was intended “to provide a system of civil defense for the protection of life



and property in the United States” and that fundamental assumptions embedded in the 

model “can be understood in terms” of three C’s: chaos, command, and control (p. 142). 

Dynes, rejects the command and control model, however, arguing instead for a model 

that recommends emergency planning be conceptualized in “terms of problem solving 

rather than as an attempt to hold fragile social units together by the imposition of 

authority” (p. 150). Further discussion of each of these models is warranted considering 

the command and control model is dominant, in that “planning efforts around the world 

are based on it” (p. 142).

1.6.1 The Command and Control Model. The dominant model proposes that out 

of emergencies comes chaos, and in order to retain normalcy, command and control of 

the population is necessary. Dynes (1994) notes after the implementation of the Federal 

Civil Defense Act, emergency planning was conceptualized as the response to an “enemy 

attack” and the “development of such civil defense was assigned to the Secretary of 

Defense.” Civil defense and civil emergencies were incorporated into one, implicating a 

dual use of the Federal Civil Defense Act. Dual use was always “framed in terms of the 

application of military planning to civilian emergencies” until the Secretary “assigned the 

emergency responsibilities to an agency called the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency.” 

This agency “emphasized emergency planning at the Federal, State, and local levels” and 

since it was cast in terms of civil defense, previous military experience was obvious as 

the most critical and perhaps the only qualification for emergency planners” (p. 143).

Dynes (1994) discusses how eventually “the legislative evolution moved further 

away from enemy attack in the Disaster Relief Act of 1970” and later, during the Carter



Administration, various organizations were merged to form the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA) (p. 143). He stresses that while many of the names of 

the civilian agencies concerned with civil defense have changed the military analogies 

that persons in these agencies use have not. Further, when “obtaining funds from 

congress and other legislative bodies, it was more effective to argue the enemy attack 

scenario” and officials routinely discussed managing emergencies through command and 

control (p. 143). The command pattern flows conveniently down to the local level where 

planning “was usually turned over to police and fire departments, organizations whose 

authority and rank structures cast planning in terms of command and control” (p. 143). 

This dominant planning model with its command and control structure is deeply 

embedded in the traditional belief among military leaders that civilian emergencies are 

the jurisdiction of those relief agencies which adhere to a military like organizational 

hierarchy.

Dynes (1994) claims there are important “consequences” of the command and 

control planning model. The model assumes individuals and social structures will be at a 

reduced capacity during and following a crisis, as well as “[expressing] a deep distrust” 

in them to “make intelligent decisions” (p. 148). The model presumes authority structures 

will follow a top down chain of command and society will be in a state of chaos. The 

model also “creates a closed system” as it is “intended to overcome the inherent 

weakness of civil society to deal with important emergencies” (p. 148). Though the 

model is nearly universal in its application, it does not consider existing social structures



and the available resources of men, women, and children in assisting with relief efforts 

during a disaster situation.

1.6.2 The Problem Solving Model. On the contrary, the problem solving model 

emphasizes using able-bodied persons and existing social structures as a means to 

suppress the effects of a disaster. Dynes (1994), considers all units of society as “problem 

solving” entities and suggests “instead of chaos, the emphasis should be on continuity, 

[instead] of command, the emphasis should be on coordination . . . [and instead] of 

control, the emphasis within should be on cooperation” (pp. 149-150). In regard to 

continuity, the problem solving model emphasizes the need for warning messages to be 

“stated in a vocabulary which is understandable to those who live in the community,” for 

evacuation routes to “be planned along usual traffic patterns,” and for “existing social 

units . . .  [to] be utilized as much as possible . . . [while] artificially created emergency 

units should be minimized” (p. 148). That being the case, coordination efforts 

can be enhanced through common planning and rehearsal activities, the 

establishment of personal contacts, the development of liaison activities and the 

establishment of shared facilities for emergency operations, such as the 

development of emergency operating centers, (p. 150)

Lastly, cooperation refers to the work/family relationship and the concern the 

command and control planning model has that people will abandon their roles during an 

emergency situation. Dynes (1994) claims there is no empirical evidence to support the 

belief that individuals will leave “one’s emergency responsibilities” during a disaster (p. 

153). He points instead to a “more significant man-power [s/c] problem [that] is



overlooked in planning and that is the overabundance of potential workers . . .  [or the] 

volunteers willing to contribute labor in the emergency” (p. 154). The volunteers, while 

“simply supplemental. . .  can perform significant emergency tasks, such as search and 

rescue” (p. 155). Further, Dynes suggests “emergencies are more likely to be 

characterized by a scarcity of relevant emergency roles rather than by the lack of persons 

who are willing and capable of filling them” (p. 155). Community resources are one 

aspect of the problem solving model that is “not focused on control but on ways to 

effectively reallocate human and material resources in the community” (p. 155).

Use of the problem solving model is more likely to result in effective emergency 

response planning because it is inclusive of community members’ ability to assist in 

relief efforts. It recognizes that while some level of enforcement is necessary, it should 

not be imposed on innocent civilians willing to help. Also, the problem solving model is 

more realistic because in a real-life disaster people tend to help people, and this 

realization is possibly why the “new generation of emergency planners . . .  are less 

burdened with the earlier scenarios of enemy attack” (Dynes, 1994, p. 156). While these 

models appear to be two distinct monolithic structures, it may be helpful to consider them 

as poles on a continuum.

1.7 Summary

The potential for natural or human-caused disasters is a fact of everyday life. 

While certain types of natural disasters are more prevalent in some areas of the US than 

others, e.g. hurricanes in south Florida and earthquakes in California, the potential for 

industrial accidents has no borders or regions. Recent media attention following



hurricanes Katrina and Rita which devastated the Gulf Coast, led to spiraling allegations 

that the Federal Emergency Management Agency did not respond to the needs of the 

communities in a timely fashion. Hurricane Katrina all but destroyed communities along 

the Louisiana and Mississippi coasts, challenging those responsible for crisis 

management to reassess their disaster plans so as to prevent another scenario like Katrina 

from happening again. Effective risk communication incorporates a wide variety of 

organizations concerned with the health and safety of community residents. Yet most 

planners use a command and control model in the event of emergencies and disasters, one 

that does not consider the valuable resource of able-bodied citizens and area 

infrastructure.

Observing, first hand, the aftermath of a natural disaster, and recognizing that the 

planning and coordination of relief efforts are an essential part of crisis management, 

provided me with the impetus for this study. Understanding the planning and 

coordination strategies emergency officials utilize during a crisis is important. Research 

that looks at the experience of those individuals whose job it is to plan for such events is 

important because these persons make decisions in planning and in responding which can 

potentially affect a large portion of a population. Knowing more about how planners and 

coordinators make such decisions given the multiple contingencies they encounter in 

their communities should provide insights useful in improving risk and crisis 

communication.

This thesis explores the lived experience of emergency management officials in 

charge of planning for and responding to natural and human-caused disasters in the



Fairbanks North Star Borough located in the interior part of the State of Alaska. The 

remote location of Borough compared to the rest of the contiguous United States and the 

long winters and extended periods of darkness pose interesting challenges for crisis 

managers.



Chapter 2 

Research Methodology

2.1 Researcher as Research Tool

When using qualitative research methods, the researcher becomes the primary 

instrument in the collection and analysis of data. Understanding something of the 

researchers' past experience and background is thus important in understanding the 

outcome of the study.

I can recollect several instances in my past experience that have direct connection 

to crises and which have provided me with additional perspectives during the interview 

process. As the son of a US Air Force PJ (pararescue jumper), an “elite group of highly 

trained men attached to military outfits . . .  [which] in peacetime . . . train extensively in 

the rescue and recovery of civilians” (Stuhlmiller, 1994, p. 324), I have heard of 

countless rescue exploits from friends and family members, and I have reviewed 

documents of my father’s heroic time spent with Aerospace Rescue and Command. A 

prime example of the work PJ’s engage in was the 1989 rescue of 17 civilians within 

about 4 hours from the collapsed freeways following the Loma Prieta earthquake (p.

339). Although my father did not participate in this particular instance, the episode is 

reminiscent of his past experiences, which were passed on to my mother and then to me.

When discussing this research with my mother, she related her first-hand 

experience of the aftermath of the 1964 Alaskan Earthquake, while she was living in 

Hawaii, eight months pregnant with me. She explained how the tsunami warning system 

went into effect, with sirens billowing, sending emergency officials scattering to relocate



the populace to higher ground—something not afforded to those in many coastal regions 

when the Asian tsunami struck just over one year ago. The stories passed on to me from 

my family and friends have had a profound impact on my life and added perspective to 

the decisions and choices I made later in life.

My personal experience with crises began with my participation in the evacuation 

of the city of Seward, Alaska in 1986. The tsunami warning system allowed people in 

lower-lying areas of Seward to relocate to higher ground, and even though the tsunami 

dissipated out at sea, the experience made me and others thankful for the advanced 

warning and assistance in finding safety. While working as a tourist season employee in 

Fairbanks, Alaska, following the Exxon Valdez oil spill, 1 observed several businesses 

struggling to find employees, as many of their workers had left for the bigger paychecks 

offered by Exxon for cleanup after the spill. Browning and Shetler (1994) note “Exxon 

hired away at high wages workers needed to maintain the community infrastructure” in 

Valdez (p. 487). My experience tells me this was the case in Fairbanks as well, although 

it was not as serious an issue as in Valdez and surrounding communities.

When Hurricane Hugo struck the Virgin Islands in 1989,1 had just arrived to 

work in the tourism industry. Upon hearing the news, I had only 36 hours notice of the 

impending storm, and many, including myself, were stranded for weeks, assisting others 

until repairs were made to the Airport so that we could depart. After leaving the 

destruction in the Caribbean, I found relief in my hometown of Reno, only to feel the 

effects of the Loma Prieta earthquake that struck the Bay Area. While I did not



participate in supplying relief to the Bay Area, I did observe an immense outpouring of 

support to those in need from the citizens of Reno.

My own lived experience is a testament to the multiple realities individuals come 

into contact with when they are the victims, the responders, or the persons that benefit 

from long term reconstruction projects following a natural disaster or industrial accident. 

As a former small business owner, I came to realize that crises happen suddenly and at 

the worst possible moment. In 2001, a fire destroyed my business, a college-area 

nightspot. Had I been more aware of fire codes and licensing procedures in my district, 

an obligation of any small business owner, the fire might have been prevented. As it 

happened, lives were placed at risk, jobs were lost including my own, and a popular 

Fairbanks venue closes its doors.

Based on my own lived experiences with crisis situations, I find common ground 

when conducting interviews with individuals in crisis related positions. I become an 

instrument of discovery based on my academic training and the experiences I have had. 

As research tool, I discover meaning through my shared experience and interaction with 

my co-researcher, the interviewee.

2.2 Qualitative Research in Disaster Studies

Qualitative research, according to Phillips (1997), is “variously described as field 

research, ethnography, Chicago School research, or (as if in natural opposition) 

nonquantitative methods” (p. 179). Prince’s (1920) Halifax study, cited as the first 

disaster research, utilized qualitative methods, “a tradition which continues in disaster 

studies today” (179). Phillips asserts that “m ost. .. [of this type of] research falls on the



interview-based, case study end of the continuum . . .  [arguing] for a wider use of the 

qualitative research tradition” (p. 179). She goes on to say “[typically], qualitative 

research . . .  involves concurrent data collection (usually interviews, observations, 

documents, and/or visual records) with data analysis (generally described as the process 

of searching for patterns or themes in the data)” (p. 179).

Phillips (1997) stresses the importance of qualitative research and notes that the 

International Journal o f Mass Emergencies and Disasters has published qualitative 

works from its inception” (p. 180). However, she finds misconceptions among colleagues 

who claim qualitative work as “not empirical” or “just exploratory” claiming that “what 

they are really saying is that the work is not perceived as empirical because it is not 

quantitative or positivistic—as if these were the hallmark of good science” (p. 182). The 

author points out that there is an argument between paradigms and that although 

positivistic research has dominated the scientific community, qualitative research, is, in 

fact, more relevant to disaster studies. Disaster researchers, according to Phillips, need to 

employ qualitative research as often as possible, urge other potential candidates to do so 

as well, and to recognize the “paradigmatic shifts and methodological advances made in 

[qualitative research] over the past decade” (p. 183). This research is fully in keeping 

with Phillips' argument, as narrative methodology and conversational interviewing as 

method of data collection were employed.

For this study, narratives from those individuals whose job it is to prepare and 

plan for, as well as to respond to crisis situations provided the primary data. Polkinghore 

(1988) describes the “[n]arrative . ..  [as] the scheme for linking individual human actions



and events into interrelated aspects of an understandable composite” (p. 13). This 

research considers the stories told by crisis managers as a reputable basis from which to 

draw information about their experience of the process of coordination planning. Heath 

(2004) explains that the narrative “is a perfect framework for understanding the past, 

knowing what is occurring in the present, and projecting action and events into the 

future” (p. 173). He goes on to say “[narratives] have substantial rhetorical potency 

because they are a conventional and convenient means for understanding the theme that 

runs throughout a series of events—including a crisis—or a set of similar crises such as 

airline crashes” (p. 172). Following Polkinghore (1988), I employ “descriptive narrative 

research . . .  to produce an accurate description of the interpretive narrative accounts 

individuals or groups use to make sequences of events in their lives or organizations 

meaningful” (p. 162).

2.3 Epistemology and Theoretical Perspective

Narrative methodology and conversational interviewing arise within the 

epistemology of constructionism and the theoretical perspective of interpretivism. Crotty 

(1988) describes how constructionism is an “epistemology embodied in many theoretical 

perspectives” (p. 3). For Crotty (1988), constructionism “is the view that all knowledge, 

and therefore all meaningful reality as such is contingent upon human practices, being 

constructed in and out o f interaction between human beings and their world, and 

developed and transmitted within an essentially social context” (p. 42). He goes on to say 

“meanings are constructed by human beings as they engage with the world they are 

interpreting” (p. 43). The theoretical perspective of interpretivism is the “philosophical



stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context for the process and 

grounding [of] its logic and criteria” (p. 3). Interpretivism, according to Crotty, “emerged 

in contradistinction to positivism in attempts to understand and explain human and social 

reality” (pp. 66-67). He explains that whereas

[a] positivist approach would follow the methods of the natural sciences and, by 

way of allegedly value-free, detached observation, seek to identify universal 

features of humanhood, society and history that offer explanation and hence 

control and predictability .. . [the] interpretive approach, to the contrary, looks for  

culturally derived and historically situated interpretations o f  the social life-world. 

(p. 67)

Thus, constructionism is the “epistemology that qualitative researchers tend to invoke”

(p. 9) as it is the “theory of knowledge embedded in the theoretical perspective [of 

interpretivism] and thereby in the methodology” (p. 3 ).

2.4 Conversational Interviewing

Conversational interviewing is the method of data collection employed in this 

study. The process involves the researcher taking part in a conversation with the 

interviewee, also known as the co-researcher, whereby the two come together and share 

each others’ knowledge of the topic being discussed. Through the interaction the 

interviewer is able to collect data in the form of a narrative for later transcription and 

analysis (Kvale, 1996). As Kvale explains, “[the] research interview is based on the 

conversations of daily life and is a professional conversation” (p. 5 ) by which “in contrast 

to the reciprocal interchanges of everyday life, as well as of philosophical conversations,



it is the interviewer who, as a professional, asks and the interviewee who answers” (p. 

36). Further, Mishler (1986) explains, "Telling stories is far from unusual in everyday 

conversation and it is apparently no more unusual for interviewees to respond to 

questions with narratives if they are given some room to speak" (p. 69). Therefore, 

conversational interviewing is appropriate for this research because it is ideal for 

gathering narratives, and is consistent with the epistemology and theoretical perspective 

that form the basis for this study.

The capta gathered for this study arises in six interviews conducted with 

individuals who are either crisis managers or whose job is to assist with crisis planning. 

While further interviews might have been conducted, after careful consideration of the 

capta and of the nature of the study, I concluded that conducting additional interviews 

would “yield little new knowledge” (Kvale, 1996, p. 102). Kvale suggests the number of 

interviews in such research should be “15, plus or minus 10” (p. 102). Some might 

critique this number as being far too low, but positivistic generalizing is not the purpose 

of this study. This research is human science, the science of the particular, and the 

mission of the qualitative researcher in this case is to gain an understanding of the lived 

experience of certain individuals involved in crisis management in a particular area—the 

Fairbanks North Star Borough.

2.5 Participants

The six participants selected as co-researchers in this study work for various 

organizations throughout the Fairbanks North Star Borough, and have responsibilities for 

assessing risk and for coordinating and managing crisis situations in the area. The



organizations chosen for this study, were selected because they are pivotal in the 

management of natural disasters and industrial accidents should they occur in the FNSB. 

Out of concern for the anonymity of the participants in this study, I have refrained from 

noting the organizations with which they are affiliated. Repeated attempts to conduct 

interviews with public relations and/or crisis managers from the Flint Hills Resources 

fuel refinery in the city of North Pole, 11 miles from Fairbanks, failed. The Flint Hills 

refinery is a concern to public officials and citizens because of its proximity to the 

community and to several schools.

2.6 Procedure

Participants in this study initially were contacted by phone, whereupon I 

explained the purpose of the research and requested a two-hour interview, as this duration 

would allow enough time for the interviewee to elaborate on questions asked. I made 

clear to the co-researchers that participation was voluntary, and that their comfort and 

safety were a priority, allowing them to specify when and where the interview would take 

place. They were also informed that interviews would be recorded and transcribed for 

later analysis.

All research conducted with human subjects must be approved by the Institutional 

Review Board at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. This measure is taken to protect all 

involved in the research study, i.e., the participants, researcher, and the institution. Before 

engaging the co-researchers in the interview process, they were given a Verbal Consent 

Form (Appendix) describing the purpose and procedure of the research, and their rights 

as participants in regard to the study. The consent form was read to the participants, as



well, prior to the interview, and their consent was documented on tape. Upon receiving 

verbal consent, the form was left with the participant and the interview proceeded. The 

taped verbal consent and interviews will be stored in the Department of Communication 

for five years.

I engaged the co-researchers in discussion by asking short, unstructured questions, 

in hopes of receiving long, elaborated responses. I encouraged dialogue in regard to the 

topic by explaining my own experience with crisis in the FNSB. When the participants 

were through answering the questions that I posed, I engaged them further with follow-up 

questions. During the interviews I kept a notepad handy to record any additional data that 

I was not able to capture on tape, i.e., gestures, facial expressions, and subtle nuances that 

occurred. To insure confidentiality, pseudonyms were used in the transcription. All 

interviews were conducted and transcribed between August and October of 2005.

2.7 Analysis

After reviewing the transcripts compiled from the interviews, the capta were 

interpreted using the method of thematic analysis. Kvale (1996) states that the “purpose 

of the qualitative research interview has been depicted as the description and 

interpretation of themes in the subjects’ lived world . . . [and that a] continuum exists 

between description and interpretation” (p. 187). Polkinghome (1988) acknowledges that 

"the gathering of narrative statements through interviews needs to be followed by an 

analysis that includes not only the answers of the respondents but also the characteristics 

of the interview situations" (p. 164). He goes on to explain that "transcripts of an 

interview can be broken down and particular statements identified according to the



functions they serve in the narrative account" (p. 164). This research examines several 

themes that emerged from the capta.

I will analyze each of the themes obtained from the conversational interviews as a 

method of identifying how those whose job it is to coordinate for a crisis in a northern 

environment experience the job of coordination planning. Emergent themes lead the 

researcher to a “new story to be told,” drawing on the co-researcher’s experiences as co

constructed in the original conversation (Kvale, 1996, p. 199). That is, as an analogy to 

working with the capta, I “alternate between ..  . looking for narratives contained in the 

interviews . . .  and molding the many different happenings into coherent stories (p. 2 0 1 ). 

More specifically, once the taped conversations were transcribed, I began a process of 

listening to the audio tapes repeatedly and rereading the transcripts, making extensive 

summaries of each interview, and both listening, and listening again to how my co

researchers and I framed our perceptions, experiences, and meanings in our talks 

(Mishler, 1996). In this process of saturated reading and listening I identified the patterns 

and themes that, from my perspective, represented the experiences of my co-researchers 

in coordinating response to crises. Drawing on the emergent themes, I developed the 

“new narrative” that comprises my analysis.



Chapter 3 

The Narrative Interviews

3.1 Susan’s Interview

Susan has been an official with a local School District for the past twenty years. I 

began our conversation asking her if things have changed for the School District since the 

Columbine massacre in 1999, and if she could elaborate on that subject. Her response 

was:

Yes, definitely. I think Columbine was a real wake-up call for our district and 

others across the country . . .  it could happen anywhere under any circumstances, 

and then there was the shooting up in Bethel, I believe .. . just a short while later 

that really brought it home [because] if something terrible . . .  can happen up here 

in Alaska, in a small village, it can happen anywhere . . .  it’s definitely changed 

our perceptions and procedures.

I then inquired if the School District takes part in exercises or activities designed 

to prevent another Columbine-type massacre. She replied, “we try very carefully not to 

say that we can prevent a Columbine-type crisis, but we take as many steps as we can to 

try to prevent it from occurring.” Susan paused momentarily:

We have a big safety focus. Some have to do with our buildings, we’ve had visits 

from the National School Emergency Center—don’t quote me on that—they have 

some official name and they’ve actually come and done audits of our schools . .. 

we’ve taken all those recommendations school by school to make the physical 

location of the buildings more safe, made sure their floor plans [are] on file and



things like that. We . .. work closely with law enforcement agencies, and fire, and 

emergency response personnel,. . .  [to know] what to do in a case of an 

emergency. We also brought up . . . representatives from the National Emergency 

Training Center and worked with small teams from each school last year.

Susan explained that each school was required to form a team including a “principle and 

an administrator and [a] parent or counselor, depending.” She continued,

each of our thirty schools now have a crisis plan and they mirror each other so 

that if you’re a substitute or if you transfer from school to school, what you do in 

the case of a lock down is the same whether you’re at Badger Road or at Pearl 

Creek or what you would do in the case of [an] earthquake is going to be the same 

and even a lot of the code words are the same—yellow alert means the same thing 

from school to school.

Still elaborating on my initial query, Susan admitted, “What we learned in 

Columbine was the communication was so terrible that . . .  there needs to be 

consistency.” Susan remarks that officials from the district work “with the emergency 

responders . . .  [and that] there’s plans on file now and they . . .  drill [and] exercise those 

plans . . .  whether it’s an earthquake or a fire drill . . .  we also have what’s called . . .  

shelter in place—lock down’s the negative word for it.” She clarified:

what we’ve learned is that sometimes it’s better to simply stay put than try to get 

kids out into out into the way of danger so if you don’t know what’s happening, if 

there’s an intruder, if there is toxic something in the air you don’t want kids 

outside, it’s safer in so many ways often for them to shelter in place—when you



go into lock-down mode you lock your door in your classroom, you put up a piece 

of paper so nobody can look in and you don’t leave that room until there’s been 

. . .  an official “all clear” . . .  so we practice shelter in place drills.

At this point in our conversation I asked about a specific exercise that occurred at 

one of the local schools. Susan responded, “There was a recent one a t . . .  [a] middle 

school that I’m aware of— [it was] to practice how one school emergency plan worked in 

conjunction with the emergency responders.” She described how the emergency 

responders, for instance, fire and EMS, as well as the media, all participated in the mock 

exercise. The students, faculty, and staff were unaware of the type of crisis they were to 

encounter, that being an intruder on school grounds. Emergency responders arrived on 

the scene and commenced with a hall by hall, floor by floor search for the trespasser as 

the students remained in their locked classrooms sheltered in place: "It was fascinating to 

watch, their floor by floor, hall by hall, clearance and .. . how they would check a 

building and how they took a couple unsuspecting people that were wandering the 

hallways . . .  you know .. . [as] they would of in a rea l. . . instance.” She applauds the 

drill stating,

the school did just wonderfully well, the plan worked, the communication was 

good. It was an opportunity to learn what needed to be fine-tuned and then they 

share that with other schools that didn’t actually have to go through the drill . . .  

[to] figure out, well this needs some tweaking or that does but by and large the 

communication and the . . .  implementation of the emergency crisis plan went 

really well.



Coaxing Susan, I asked, “When you [exercise] these plans or when you have 

these drills . . .  is there automatically a meeting or something afterwards where the 

administrators and emergency personnel get together and discuss what went on?” She 

replied, “Absolutely. There were meetings beforehand to organize the drill and to assign 

parts and so everybody knew their . . .  role in the scenario and we did a lot of 

communication before hand so that it wouldn’t take students and parents and staff by 

surprise.” After the drill a press conference was held. The School District designated a 

spokesperson to respond to the media and afterwards the school crisis team met with 

emergency response personnel and engaged in a post-crisis conversation about the event. 

I pondered if she takes part in the planning of this activity or if she is on site at all during 

the exercise. She explained, “Yes ..  . [but] I didn’t plan the drill or .. . anything like that 

but we agreed how we would handle the media and what kind of messages we would 

send out and I did participate on site as well as the press conference afterward.”

At this point in the interview I changed directions and asked if she had any 

reservations about the district crises plans, or if she perceives there to be crisis-related 

aspects of her position that could be addressed. Susan remarked:

I feel a lot better now that we’ve got the school plans in place and that they’re 

being practiced and that Borough-wide we’re a l l . . .  it’s part of this . . .  Homeland 

Security movement and a l l .. . the emergency responders and the major 

organizations are using the same emergency response structure so you always 

have an incident commander . . . and it doesn’t matter who [they are], they’re the 

incident commander and this is what they would do. I think more and more we’re



realizing the importance of communication in this whole thing—it doesn’t matter 

if your fire and your police responders are doing what they need to do, if your 

phone lines are jammed with screaming parents and . . . kids, and reporters are 

running amuck, it can be really disastrous as anything . . .  I think it’s elevated the 

role of communication . . .  something that is critical to the success of our crisis 

plan.

Susan expressed her approval of the district superintendent: “I feel really good that . . .  in 

this district we now have a superintendent who believes in open communication.” She 

exclaimed, “the role of communication is elevated in both small and large crises.”

I then moved the focus to protocols for crisis response. Susan described the 

Borough protocol by noting “the first thing they do is call 911 . . .  [and] then they call an 

assistant superintendent or the superintendent and we do what we need to do.” She added, 

“the first primary concern is to get the situation logistically handled and then we . . .  do 

what .. . needs to be done with communication.” Laughing, she avowed, “we’re not their 

first call, their first call is . . .  911 and then they implement their emergency procedures 

which include a call here to the superintendent’s office.

In talking further about crisis communication, it became clear that Susan does 

interact with the media during a school crisis. She elaborated, “I have periodic media 

workshops with our principles and assistant principles to talk about how this district is 

going to work with the [media]. . .  [and] as much as I can act as a buffer, I will . . .  to 

insure the immediate health and life safety of [our] students.” In the event of a major 

crisis, the School District would set up a media center in the central office and establish a



perimeter to keep reporters at bay. However, “as soon as the crisis is handled, principles 

understand that one of the first things they would need to do would be to talk to the 

media.”

While discussing the media, Susan sighed, “I drill into our principles that the 

media are actually our friends.” She elaborated:

we hate it when there’s a reporter on the other end of the line but I try and tell our 

principles that it is through the media that we reach the parent. . .  [further 

acknowledging] We’ve go t . . . tens of thousands of people out there that want to 

know what’s going on with their kids and we can’t talk to them individually . . .  

[however] we can talk through the media to those parents, so [the principles] 

know that it’s very important to deal politely and accurately and in a timely 

fashion with reporters.

I followed Susan’s response with further probing about the role of the media. She 

suggested, “we’re fortunate in Fairbanks to have a very supportive media who work well 

with the School District and we’ve built a lot of trust over the years and we want to 

maintain that.” More to the point, she added, “we are very open and candid . . .  with our 

media so we don’t have the cut-throat mentality that some places do.” Susan implied that 

her time spent at the National Emergency Training Center helped her recognize what not 

to do in a crisis situation, such as what occurred during the Columbine massacre.

During discussion of the media Susan talked more about the seminar she had 

attended on the east coast and I asked her to elaborate. She remarked that the district had 

received a large grant to improve school crisis plans and had sent her to participate in a



training seminar at the National Emergency Training Center (NETC) in Maryland “taught 

by some of the experts in crisis communication.” Further, she illustrated how the center 

sets up a Joint Information Command (JIC) as “a way of assigning roles and responding 

to the media and getting information out that’s accurate and timely.” Susan articulated: 

“It’s a beautiful model that’s being used all over the country in cases of emergency," and 

added "after going through a day or a day and a half of some of the theory, and how you 

do this and that, they actually had a crisis scenario of this little town."

Susan's role in the mock exercise at the NETC was assistant information 

commander: "Everybody had their roles and they had a closed circuit TV so you could 

hear what the . . . pseudo TV reporter was reporting and you knew if [media] releases 

were getting ou t .. . you forgot it was an exercise [because] you were so wrapped up into 

i t . . .  it was a wonderful taste of how a JIC would actually run in an emergency." I 

probed further about the experience. She remarked,

It absolutely was [rewarding] . . .  I learned how the big boys do it and how we 

would need to do it in the case of a crisis. It also validated our philosophy of 

trying to be open and candid, working together, [and] the importance of using this 

unified structure that we all understand . . . and the importance of rumor control 

and . . .  honest communication. It was very affirming that way.

Finally, I wondered if this grant was provided by the Office of Homeland Security and 

her response was, "I believe so."

At this point in our conversation I wondered if there is a concern among the 

district crises planners that Flint Hills Resources refinery is so close to the local



elementary, middle, and high schools. She commented that the Refinery is a major 

consideration when they develop their school plans and that they brainstorm and develop 

possible scenarios that might occur.

I asked Susan to comment on the jurisdiction of the School District in emergency 

situations. In doing so, she mentioned that the School District operates the schools and 

the Borough owns the buildings; therefore, the School District is subsumed under the 

Borough's emergency plans. "They're kind of responsible for us and we wanna make sure 

to work closely with them. We might be more focused on the student's safety . . . staff 

safety and communicating with our parents-they're responsible in the wider sense for . . .  

everything." I asked Susan if there were any up coming crisis-related events 

that she knew of, or that she might take part in, and she remarked there is not a major 

activity coming up but that the School District exercises what they already have in place.

Because Susan has been employed for the School District for twenty years, I 

wondered about the frequency of crises: "We have maybe half a dozen a year that elevate 

into a level where we would want to look at a letter home [to parents], you know, 

explaining what went on . . .  I mean, we haven’t had any major ones.” Susan went on, “I 

like to think it’s partially because of the proactive stance that we take and jumping right 

on incidents before they can blow up.” Bullying is a number one concern of the School 

District and several schools have implemented programs to identify bullying and how to 

deal with bullying behavior.

I shifted to living in the Far North and some of the things the School District 

needs to consider when the temperature drops. Susan asserted, “when we do a fire drill



and it’s minus -30 [below], it’s a little bit different than when you do a fire drill in 

California.” I asked her to elaborate: “Well, we’re concerned about frost-bite—-try to get 

teens to wear a jacket or mittens to school is about impossible, but then if you’re 

evacuating them outside and it’s life-threatening cold out, it’s a serious issue in and of 

itself.” Some of the District's schools are far from town. I wondered what those schools 

would do if they had to evacuate in sub-zero temperatures. She explained when the 

School District developed their crisis plans “they had to take that into consideration and 

actually have a—I think a shed with emergency blankets for the kids.” Additionally, “An 

awful lot of schools have gotten these big parachute things and they’ve learned that if 

they get a classroom held under a parachute, the body warmth will help.” However, 

Susan explained that students often do not dress warmly according to outdoor 

temperatures and that is a “wrinkle” in the emergency plan. I was not satisfied that the 

parachute scenario was the only plan and wondered if there is something else in place for 

a situation like this. Her response was: “each school has taken that into consideration” 

and if this type of incident were to occur, the “school would call . . .  a heated bus and 

they could shelter in the bus.” She continued, “each school, I think, is trying to identify a 

nearby shelter if they had to evacuate their building—where would they go, what would 

they do?”

At this point in our conversation I considered how the weather may affect the 

daily operations of the School District, and she remarked that summer wildfires cause 

problems for those individuals with asthma and thus outdoor school activities are 

sometimes cancelled. She explained the Borough does not close school due to cold, but



that with the cold is ice-fog which can hamper visibility, preventing bus drivers from 

insuring the safety of their passengers. She boasted, "we're pretty tough up here . . .  we 

keep goin', bu t . . .  it takes a little extra planning."

I prodded Susan for her overall perception of the Borough’s crisis planning and 

coordination with other agencies during an emergency:

I think it’s great. . . [we’re] a relatively small community—I think Alaskans are 

known for . . .  that frontier mentality—you gotta depend on your neighbors and 

you’ll never know when you’ll need’em and we’re all in this together and . . .  I 

think that most of our media wants to help more than they want a Pulitzer Prize 

. . .  so it’s very good, very positive environment for getting information out and 

stopping rumors.

Finally, I questioned if there was anything else she would like to add, and she responded 

first by whispering the words “communication, communication.” Then she showed me 

the Fairbanks North Star Borough School District’s “immediate response tree” and 

described for me how the District deals with the media:

I’ll tell you something else and maybe [it’s] relevant and that’s . . .  the 

superintendent and I have an annual meeting in the fall with ..  . media 

representatives, the ones that do the beat . . .  and/or their editors and . . .  I 

assemble a little packet of information that might be helpful to reporters . . .  we 

talk about our policies .. . reporters can’t just go sashay into the school and start 

talking to students, they have to check in at the office . . .  we have a policy that
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visitors can’t disrupt the educational process but we’ll do everything we can to get 

them what they need without disrupting students.

She added, “We try and make sure all that is understood before there’s a problem, we talk 

about how were gonna work together. . .  we’ll track down rumors . . .  it’s kind of a 

proactive meeting and I think that’s really helped lay the ground rules.”

3.2 Bob's Interview

Bob is an official with the Fairbanks International Airport and has been in Alaska 

since 1999. In addition to financial, engineering, and project work, he works on strategic 

planning for the Airport and admits that “you’re gonna have some unanticipated things 

that come up . . . and you just got to adapt and move on and still try to make forward 

progress each and every day.” Bob confirms that he works in a state-level position but 

that the Airport receives all its money from the airline industry, making it a self- 

sustaining system.

I first met Bob during the summer of 2005 when the Airport was involved in 

an exercise which tested its emergency response strategies and how its coordination with 

outside agencies worked in the event of a major crisis. The event was part of a state-wide 

exercise funded by Homeland Security called Northern Edge/Alaska Shield. During the 

exercise I had the opportunity to observe with the Airport’s Public Information Officer 

(PIO), a member of the media, and the Mayor’s assistant. We were given red vests to 

wear, to identify us as non-participants, as the Director of Airport Operations gave us a 

tour of the Airport exercise as it developed. The exercise at the Airport consisted of a bio

hazard release, causing injury to about 125 mock victims, a complete bio-hazard



decontamination area, and an area where an unknown number of terrorists were holding 

several mock-hostages.

During our interview I directed him to discuss the EOC and what I observed. He 

declared that the EOC is “called different names in different places—sometimes it’s [the] 

Incident Command Center (ICC). . . you can call it whatever you want so long as 

. . .  everybody knows what you’re calling it.” The command center was routinely referred 

to as the EOC however on the Airport grounds the sign pointing to the command center 

reads “ICC.”

Inside the Emergency Operations Center (EOC), during the Northern Edge/Alaska 

Shield exercise, there was a U-shaped table with several chairs placed around it. On the 

table in front of each chair was a plastic container holding a variety of items, including a 

phone. There were a number of individuals from various agencies that walked in to report 

the status of their involvement. Some of the agencies taking part included the Airport 

Police, the Fairbanks Police Department, the Transportation Safety Administration, the 

Office of Homeland Security, Fairbanks Memorial Hospital, the Red Cross, Basset Army 

Hospital, the Airport Public Information Officer, the Mayor’s Assistant, and one member 

of the media. Bob walked into the room carrying a black briefcase. Without sitting down 

he announced his name and position at the Airport, opened the case, and retrieved an 

orange-bound document. Bob announced that he would go around the room to each 

individual and request a status report. He added that Homeland Security:

had some things that they . . . wanted to test. . . [but] we looked at it from an 

Airport centric point of view, you know, what are our maintenance guys gonna



do, what are our police and fire guys gonna do, what are our ops guys gonna do, 

what’s dispatch gonna do, how does it all function, how can we make it work 

better—these kinds of things and the Airport was just the environment which to 

have that, obviously TSA [Transportation Safety Administration] is a new player, 

so they were involved.

I wanted to know if the Northern Edge/Alaska Shield exercise was routine every 

three years: “No . . .  it varies in size—it doesn’t have to be that big, like I said we kind of 

rolled it into the Northern Edge exercise which is a much bigger exercise that was taking 

place.” Bob added that the Airport, as required by the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA), tested their emergency response and that all other agencies involved tested their 

response to the crisis as well. He explained, “it dove-tailed with a lot of things other 

people wanted to do . . .  so it kinda just came together and it was a good opportunity to 

really test mutual aid response . . .  you know, City, Borough, State,” and Federal.

Bob played no role in planning the event because he “didn’t want to take part in it 

. . . [it’s] an exercise . . .  [the] way I like to treat an exercise is that it could happen right 

now, so I intentionally . . .  let other people plan it.” He intentionally kept himself out of 

the planning process so that he did not know what was going to be played out during the 

mock scenario: "To the extent that I participate in the planning then it becomes more 

about the exercise than what it’s about exercising."

I mentioned to Bob the orange document he pulled out of the briefcase during the 

exercise and wondered if this is the standard protocol for what to do in a crisis. He 

responded, “Yeah, it’s . .  . the Airport’s protocol—I mean it’s been worked on from a



mutual aid perspective with other agencies . . . each entity has their own kind of crisis 

management plan.” He described how the Airport had been working under an ‘old’ 

emergency plan, but that over the past year had changed some things, “it worked and 

everything else bu t . . .  we wanted to look at some strategic ways to make it a little . . .  

better, a little more clear . . . [and] more . . .  reader friendly, operator friendly . . .  more 

clear delineation about command structure and so forth.” He noted that this was their 

first chance at using the new emergency plan and he “thought that it worked well.” I 

asked if he was satisfied with the new plan, and he assured me, “Yeah, yeah, there were a 

couple of things we need to work on . . .  but there’s always things you gotta work on that 

you find out during an exercise and that’s precisely why you do it.”

I shifted the conversation to the media and asked who releases information to the 

media. He responded, “It all depends . . .  I have the ability to [assign] a public 

information officer or 1 could do it myself. . .  as the EOC commander, so to speak,. . .  I 

have that kind of autonomy to be able to do it and . . . I’ve done that stuff quite a bit.” It 

is important that the media does not get in the way of handling and incident like this as 

they can impair ones ability to respond and save lives out on the airfield, "[so] if we 

really did have that kind of [incident], I would delegate that immediately.” Bob 

speculated that the Airport has a good relationship with the media.

I continued this vein of conversation asking Bob if he has autonomy in other 

decision making that has to do with crises. He disclosed, “Well, for . . . Airport 

personnel, but not for anybody else . . .  if we have an incident like that, I know exactly 

who I’d appoint to whatever . . . every incident is different. . .  so, you’ve gotta adapt to
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the personnel that you have at the time . . .  and then point those folks to where their 

capacities fit best with their expertise.”

Shifting the topic back to the exercise I asked Bob about his concern over tourist 

buses arriving at the Airport before the exercise was over: "If it was a real scenario 

obviously you wouldn’t even have the buses coming . .. you’d have a perimeter patrol, 

nobody would be getting through to the Airport—you’d have a total lockdown until the 

situation was contained, disseminated, and . . .  eradicated.” I prompted Bob about past 

crises-related situations at the Airport, to which he added, “I wouldn’t say that we’ve had 

any crises here . . .  that I could think o f . . .  we’ve had situations . . .  that needed . . .  to 

have preliminary response that turned out to be benign.” These past incidents include 

planes that have attempted to land with one flat tire or those with engine failure. He 

acknowledged,

[it] just depends on how you define a crisis I guess . . .  we have different alert 

levels here at the Airport depending upon the notification we get and the ETA. 

we g e t . . .  you get a plane coming in that . . .  is on one engine . . .  [or if you’re] 

having severe difficulty with numerous passengers or something, obviously, that’s 

an alert three . . .you’re gonna call mutual aid, you’re gonna get everyone out 

here you can because you have a very good indication that . . .  airplane is gonna 

crash.

Federal regulations dictate the Airports response activities, i.e., how much dry chemicals 

and water are needed to suppress a fire and so forth: "we make sure that we either meet or 

exceed that every time an airline comes in” for these types of situations.



I reflected upon the 2002 Denali Fault earthquake that measured 7.9 on the 

Richter scale and asked Bob to elaborate on the Airport response to a major quake in the 

immediate area:

[In] that kind of situation . . .  you have this big shaker . . .  and the . . .  thing that 

we worry about obviously is . . .  what happened to the terminal, is there any 

passengers in it, did any of the buildings fall down . . .  you have one of your 

terminal services guys zip through the building, find out if everything is 

structurally sound—I don’t remember if we did an evacuation of the terminal at 

that time or not but the big thing for us was . . .  we had . . .  an arrival. . .  that was 

shortly after the earthquake and so we had an ops guy . . .  go out and check the 

airfield.

After a large earthquake there has to be a thorough investigation of the airfield to be sure 

it is safe for incoming planes, as well as for the facility to see if there is any structural 

damage.

I queried Bob about his overall perception of the Airport’s operations, to which he 

declared, “We meet or exceed every federal requirement out there and .. . the FAA . . . 

inspects us every year [to] make sure all our lines are right and our airfield is in good 

shape and maintained right.” I prompted Bob for comments about how 9/11 has affected 

Airport operations: “That’s changed . . .  dramatically . . .  the passenger and baggage 

screening . . .  I mean there’s obviously . . .  a heightened sense of awareness.” Bob 

vocalized that “we’re in a unique situation here—we’ve got the pipeline and . . . that’s



really something to be cognizant of—it’s twenty percent of the nation’s oil supply .. . 

that’s been on the hit list for terrorists for years . . . even before 9 / 11 .”

While observing at the EOC, there was mention of a post-exercise discussion to 

be held at the Fairbanks Memorial Hospital and I prompted Bob for further information: 

“[it’s] just to get everybody together and talk about the incident. . . how can we improve 

it, how can we make it better, how can we communicate better.” With regard to the final 

outcome of the exercise, he remarked, “I don’t know if there is going to be a final report 

on the exercise . . .  I’m sure each agency will go back and say . . .  we could do this better 

or that better.” He maintained, “that’s why you exercise, you . . .  do it so you can improve 

.. . and . . .  so we’re always lookin’ at ways we can improve our response, cut the times 

down, improve the communication, those types of things.”

Bob is confident in the Airport’s emergency response potential: “I feel as though 

. . .  we’ve got, in my opinion, first class folks out there that are doing the initial response 

. . . Lance Armstrong didn’t win seven Tour de Frances’ because he didn’t train . . .  he 

trained . . . and that’s what you gotta do here.” He expounded,

we’re a community of eighty thousand people . . .  when you have an event [like 

Northern Edge/Alaska Shield] it gives you the opportunity to . . .  really test out 

..  .your mutual aid response . . .  I mean, we had University, we had Borough, we 

had State, we had every kind of government entity out here and .. . when you get 

an event like that, the Airport can't handle i t . . .  if we could, we'd have all those 

entities out here workin' for us and there's no way [we] can afford that so [we] 

use mutual aid to the extent that [we] can and in doing so it's incumbent upon all



those agencies to make sure and coordinate and try not [to] get territorial and so 

forth.

Bob cautioned, "I believe, in my mind, there's not a public service entity out there that 

.. . could do it solo-you always have to have mutual aid," and added:

it's very important to have a communication—a schematic in place that delineates 

who's gonna be doin' what and in our plan if it occurs on the airfield we have 

incident command of it, if it occurs at the University, they have incident 

command and they give the orders so it stems out from there . . .  which means that 

they're in a support or bystander role and they . . .  act in accordance with what we 

request and what we direct. . .  but you have to have a central place where there's 

an internal command that assumes control of the incident.

I inquired if the Fairbanks International Airport coordinated with the Anchorage 

International Airport: "If necessary, yeah." Bob recounted, “I enjoyed those exercises, I 

think they’re a great. . .  opportunity and a chance to really . . .  exercise the gaskets . . .

[to] see what our shortcomings are and try to improve upon them.” At this point I asked 

Bob to speculate how the Airport communicates with other agencies in order to receive 

mutual aid when a crisis occurs:

We got all the numbers listed in our emergency plan . . .  our radios . . .  are . .. 

transcribed into every mutual aid responder here locally . . .  we got all their 

frequencies programmed into our radios . . .  [we] always go through dispatch . . . 

[the] police officers have a dispatch center . . .  the Borough has a dispatch center
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. . .  [the] University has a dispatch center . . .  so you contact dispatch and then 

they have their own dissemination channels . . .  they . . .  have people on standby 

or on call.

Individuals who are on standby or on call are required to sit by their phone, and, if 

needed, are contacted by means of a call-roster. Bob described some of the training which 

Airport officials engage in: “they’ll do many exercises . . .  on the desk tops .. . they’ll 

take a couple of their employees that are in training and then say here’s the scenario . . .  

what are you going to do?” He concluded,

they’ve got what’s called a FTO Program—a Field Training Officer 

Program that they have to go through and pass . .. that’s a pretty extensive 

program .. . almost all of our guys are ..  . Emergency Medical Technicians 

. . .  I’m an EMT myself . . .  they’re all certified . . .  firefighters . . .  and . . . 

certified police officers too—that’s what we call dual-trained, they kind of 

do just about everything . . .  and [they’re] pretty good guys to have around when 

the shit hits the fan.

3.3 Jerry’s Interview

Due to time constraints, Jerry could only allot me thirty minutes thereby limiting 

the content of the interview. Jerry is an official with an organization which monitors the 

Alaska Pipeline, and has been employed with the agency for five years. A major part of 

his job is dealing with the media, and as he explains, “I am the first person that generally 

gives an interview after a crisis.” I asked about the protocol the company goes through 

when a crisis occurs:



Well, not to get specific, but in the event of a crisis . . .  we can do one of two 

things. If there is an immediate need to respond to the community in the event of 

a crisis I can take control and I can make a comment, but it will be with the advice 

and sometimes from the direction of our corporate communications manager. If 

it’s an event that is specifically related to the Pipeline and an incident on the 

Pipeline, a breech in integrity, we go to a unified command structure where we 

operate under the same format that the military operates under—it’s an ICS 

format—Incident Command System—where we have the unified command and 

then a PIO—Public Information Officer—and if there is other departments 

involved in the incident we form what’s called a JIC—a joint information 

command and so at times I will act with autonomy if the situation requires, other 

times it’s a joint effort.

I recollected a recent incident where a man shot a hole through the Alaska Pipeline, 

resulting in the loss of thousands of gallons of oil. I asked Jerry if he would have formed 

a JIC in that instance to which he responded, “We did form a JIC.”

I then inquired about the response strategies that the agency employs when 

managing an oil spill:

we have spill drills which is what we call them . . . seventy a year, so we take into 

account all kinds of scenarios that could take place whether it’s oil to land, oil to 

water, oil that’s migrating to water—all these practices help us stop the leading 

edge of the oil, but the best system that we have in place is within the Pipeline 

itself. There are redundant safety mechanisms built into the Pipeline that actually



will stop the flow of oil so [we’re] not talking about 800 miles of oil or a million 

barrels of oil spilled on the ground because of a breach in the Pipeline . . .  So to 

answer your question directly, depending on the type of spill, there are different 

types of response but it’s not necessarily the magnitude of the spill it’s the type of 

spill . . .  if there’s oil to ground, [we] mobilize.

I shifted the topic to how the company has handled past crises, such as the Exxon 

Valdez Oil Spill (EVOS). Jerry admitted, “not only do we look back on that and learn 

from other people’s mistakes, our own mistakes, our own successes, we have agencies 

that also look back at our response.” He continued:

When we do these pipeline drills . . .  we don’t do them just under the blanket of 

[our company], we invite the Environmental Protection Agency, often times the 

Joint Pipeline Office . . .  the Alaska Department of Environmental 

Conservation—they join in on these spills and they are often times observers of 

how we react to these spills so when we have an incident we go back an we look 

and we have a lessons learned program.

Jerry disclosed, “What went wrong, what could we do better, but not only do we do that 

internally, we also have external agencies looking at what we did, what we could of done 

better.” He explained that “a lot of times they’ll give us . . .  recommendations and 

sometimes they’re demands—things you will do better and things you could of done 

better, and we take all that into account and incorporate them into our practices.”



I then inquired about the contingency plan the company had used during the 

EVOS, which was based upon near perfect conditions, and asked if more recent plans 

take into account a worst-case scenario:

Oh . . . absolutely, and also like I said when we do these drills they’re not always 

under perfect conditions . . .  we’ve had all kind of things that happen in drills, all 

kind of quote unquote unexpected things that wi l l . . .  be thrown at the drill 

participants—that they don’t know about, that can cause problems one way or 

another—-either nature or traffic or people or wildlife so we very rarely drill under 

perfect scenarios where everything is calm . . .  the winds are perfect, the flow of 

the water is just so that we can catch this at this point, we don’t do that, we don’t 

put the drills in those scenarios . . .  we always throw in something that’s . . .  

unexpected to the participants.

On the topic of unannounced drills, Jerry speculated, “Sometimes . . .  and other 

times they’re unannounced drills.” I then asked Jerry to elaborate on the company’s spill 

response after the EVOS as compared to before, to which he explained, “I wasn’t here so 

I can t say specifically how we handled the spill response during the Exxon Valdez 

spill—I can only imagine common sense would tell you that you learn something from 

everything and in a case like that there was volumes to be learned and I’m sure we did.” 

Jerry noted that the company employs about 900 people and roughly the same number of 

outside contractors, and that they have three installations, one in Fairbanks, one in 

Anchorage, and one in Valdez. He continued, “[the company] acts as an agent for the oil
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companies . . .  we spend the money, we give them our plans and we tell them what we’d 

like to do, they approve our plans, they give us funds, and we act accordingly.”

I shifted the discussion to the Northern Edge/Alaska Shield exercise and asked 

Jerry if the company participated. He disclosed, “We weren’t invited to participate.” 

Although the Alaska Pipeline is on the hit list for terrorists, the company that monitors 

the transportation of oil from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez was not asked to be included in the 

largest exercise the Borough has ever engaged in.

I asked Bob if there are key individuals that are gathered together to form a JIC in 

the event of a crisis:

R ight. . . depending on where the spill or the incident took place 

. . .  like if it’s at a pump station, the people closest to the scene will take 

immediate control of the scene and there’s designated people in Fairbanks, 

Anchorage, and in Valdez who make up the emergency response team in each 

area or we can form an overall team that comes together . . .  I can pull people 

from Anchorage and Valdez to help out if I need.

The company responds to the media immediately following an incident or as Jerry 

notes: “Well, I think immediately is probably a relative term . . .  as soon as we can.” Jerry 

confirmed that the company would absolutely respond in a day or so, after which I 

prodded him to discuss anything else related to crisis management:

I think that the drills that we do . . . ,  either the drills we initiate or the drills that 

are initiated for us through our agencies that regulate [us] .. . prepare us for most 

crises that we could face. So I think we are well prepared for—you never want to



say you’re prepared for anything, but we’ve drilled and we’ve practiced and 

when the real scenarios come about. . . ,  I think we’ve responded well and I think 

it’s because of the drills and the preparations that we’ve undertaken during the 

quiet time that makes us so efficient and so effective during a real crisis.

I asked Jerry if he would elaborate on the location of the spill response 

equipment, considering the Pipeline is 800 miles long. He continued, “it’s strategically 

located so that you don’t have to travel very far, if you don’t have enough on hand you 

don’t have to travel very far to get the proper resources, and also, as I said, there’s 

systems built within the Pipeline to help limit the amount of oil that could actually get to 

ground and to water.”

I shifted the topic to the security of the Pipeline and asked Jerry, without being 

specific, if there is anything he could say about that. His response was, “No” and added 

that he could not talk about that at all. I confirmed: “We just know that there is security 

from . . .  the beginning to end?” He replied, “Yeah, I can say that we do work with 

several agencies to help insure the security of the Pipeline.” I continued to ask about 

security in relation to response. He answered,

Well, two different things. One is . . .  if it’s a security problem, in other words, if 

it was a matter of sabotage, there’s a branch of [the company] that would worry 

about that solving the problem, finding out who did this—they would work with 

other agencies. There’s also a branch of [the company] that doesn’t care who 

did it it’s just a matter of stopping it and cleaning it up. So we branch off into



two different areas, one is investigation, the other one is stopping the flow of oil 

and remediation, but generally those two don’t meet—for good reason.

I continued by asking him about a spill over one of Alaska’s rivers and if other 

agencies would be called in for that type of scenario to assist with the communities 

involved. He assured:

Oh, absolutely . . .  not only are we regulated by, we work in conjunction with the 

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, the Joint Pipeline Office, the 

. . .  Environmental Protection Agency—several different agencies would come to 

[our] aid . . .  no t . . .  necessarily [to] help [us], they are there to do just exactly 

what you said—help the communities, stop the problem . . .  fix whatever’s wrong 

with the Pipeline and make sure that the environment is not harmed—that’s their 

major goal—is to make sure the communities are not effected by the oil spill.

In closing, I prompted Jerry again about how he would approach the media. He 

declared:

I would be the starting point [but that] there’s plenty of times when I’ve directed 

them to talk to somebody else . . .  there are some people who know so much more 

than I know, so many different levels that .. .have been doing this . .  . they know 

the oil business, they know the cause, and a lot of times that’s [who] reporters 

want to talk to—and a lot of times I will let them talk to those people, other times, 

those people are busy trying either to stop the problem or they’re busy with work 

so I can answer general questions.



Jerry confirmed for me that he acts as a gate-keeper for the media and for other 

individuals higher up in the chain of command: “Pretty much . . .  I do to a certain extent 

. . .  act as the gatekeeper in this building.”

3.4 Larry's Interview

Larry is an official for the Fairbanks North Star Borough concerned with 

administering and coordinating the Borough's emergency service, HazMat operations, 

and response to natural and human-caused disasters. He has worked for the Borough 

for about three and a half years. I asked Larry to discuss the Northern Edge/Alaska Shield 

exercise this past summer. He explained that he, the Airport Chief of Police and Fire, the 

Airport Operations Manager, and the Fairbanks Fire Chief were the main planners for the 

exercise.

Larry continued, "We started planning, I would say, at least six months ago, 

maybe eight months ago . . .  we started having meetings and planning and getting stuff 

together . . .  we do a large exercise like that every three years . .. that was probably . . .  

the biggest exercise we have ever done . . .  in the Fairbanks North Star Borough for that 

size and complexity."

I inquired about Homeland Security’s involvement. He responded, "we 

coordinated with Homeland Security in Anchorage . . .  [and] we were part o f .

Northern Edge/Alaska Shield." Larry discussed other Northern Edge exercises around the 

state, "There [were] a lot of exercises . . .  there was one at the border, one I believe in 

Delta at Fort Greely, there was one at the Refinery in North Pole, there was ours, there 

was one in Whittier . . .  one or two in Anchorage .. . and others that I'm not familiar with



throughout the state—I think there was one . . .  in Juneau, Ketchikan, all in that one week 

in August." Larry went on to say that the exercise at the Airport was conducted by the 

Borough, whereas the exercise at the Refinery in North Pole was done by the State in 

conjunction with the National Guard. He finished, saying, "Our only focus was on what 

was going on at the Airport."

I questioned Larry about how the Borough decided on choosing the Airport as the 

place to hold the exercise, as opposed to elsewhere:

The Airport is required every three years to have a mass casualty exercise. The 

Hospital is required every year to have a mass casualty exercise and the Borough 

is required every year to exercise our emergency operations plan. The reason all 

three came together in one rather than doing three separate exercises . . .  [is that] 

we met the State's requirements, we met the Borough's requirements, we met 

FMH's requirements, and we met the Airport’s requirements-we did four things 

in one evening.

I continued by asking Larry why no exercise was conducted in accordance with the 

Alaska Pipeline. He explained that the Borough does coordinate with the organization 

which monitors the Pipeline but that this was not one of those instances. Regarding a 

question about the Borough’s part in a recent School District exercise, he said, "Yes, we 

were involved at North Pole Middle School. . .  the School District did the planning, we 

were more into the evaluation part of it." I wondered how Larry perceived the outcome of 

the events at the Northern Edge exercise and at the Middle School, and if there are things 

they found that they could do better. Larry explained, "We always find things we could



do better . . .  for the most part the exercise was very much a success . . .  we found a few 

things that we were gonna do different next time but no big glaring things 

. . .  overall it was a success—there wasn't any problem."

I shifted the topic to training by asking Larry if anyone with the Borough went to 

the east coast for training in disasters and emergencies. Larry responded, "the Health and 

Safety Officer . . .  [went to] the Emergency Management Institute." Larry said that this 

individual was the only one that went to the training and that upon returning, he 

participated in the planning process for the North Pole Middle School exercise.

I inquired about the forest fires during the last two summers, some of which were 

close to town, and wondered if an emergency command center was set up similar to the 

one at the Airport exercise. Larry explained that the Incident Command Center "was 

located on the third floor of the Borough building in the Salcha Conference Room right 

next to the Mayor's office . .. and everybody that needed to be there was there from the 

Mayor to the Chief of Staff to the Mayor's special assistant, to me, the Director of 

Emergency Operations, finance, legal, forestry, BLM, Red Cross, and some others."

When I inquired about how long the command center was set up, he responded, "I think it 

was about a week—a week or ten days." I asked Larry if the command center was set up 

during the peak of the seriousness of the fire. He responded, "Yeah . . . That was the 

Borough's . . .  [emergency command center] and forestry had another one and who 

knows, the Hospital or Red—you know, everybody has got their own thing, if they want 

to have one, they have one." Larry went on to say that everybody was in direct 

communication during the fires.



I projected scenarios of potential disasters, and Larry reflected, "You know, 

actually we are . .. at the end of a project-it's called the Borough Hazard Mitigation Plan 

which will finalize in the next six months." He elaborated, "we hired a consultant and 

they wrote our hazard mitigation plan and they did exactly what you are talking about, 

prioritizing volcanoes, floods, [and] earthquakes." Larry continued, "I don't have a copy 

[handy, but] there's about six things that they've decided were the most likely . . .  to occur 

and we use that for planning purposes." When I asked Larry if there was any one crisis 

from that plan that was probably most likely to occur, he responded, "Two . . .  floods and 

earthquakes." When asked about wild fires he replied, "Yeah, that was in there."

In regard to floods I asked Larry to elaborate on which rivers in the area the 

Borough is most concerned about, and he responded, "The Tanana River and the Salcha 

. . .  the Tanana River [at] Rosie Creek . . .  the Chena River [at] Steamboat Landing and 

the Chatinika River in several places." Larry confirmed that the Chena Flood Control 

Project is basically to prevent the Chena River from flooding Fairbanks as it did in 1967, 

but that other rivers pose potential hazards for those families which live nearby.

I shifted the topic to coordination with Fort Wainwright Army Post and Eielson 

Air Force Base, and Larry noted, "we coordinate with Fort Wainwright and Eielson Air 

Force Base . . .  we have meetings and [we have a] good working relationship." He 

continued, "in our Borough emergency operations plan we spell out what the relationship 

is between the Borough and the military and how we may call on them if we need help 

and likewise if they need help they can call on us." I questioned Larry if the Borough 

coordinates with the Alaska State Troopers as well, and he acknowledged, "We



coordinate [with a] variety o f . . .  local, state, and federal [agencies] . . .  I'm on a . . .  

working relationship with the [State] Troopers, the FBI , . . .  Fort Wainwright, Eielson, 

forestry, BLM, Red Cross, State, and Homeland Security." Larry added,

one thing we do is work with everybody on a first name basis . . .  I've been here 

about twenty years now . . .  I know people in lots of organizations that I can pick 

up the phone and cal l . . . there isn't anybody that I know of that we don't work 

with . . . maybe not ten times a year, it may only be once or twice a year, but they 

come to the same meetings that I go to and we go over stuff and plan and talk. 

Staying on the topic of meetings, I inquired how routine they are, and Larry responded, 

"some of them are monthly, some of them are quarterly-I'm the chairman of the 

Fairbanks LEPC [Local Emergency Planning Commission]-so I see a lot of them at 

those meetings which is four times a year—quarterly."

I changed the topic to Hurricane Katrina and asked Larry if the Federal 

Government ever asks for emergency support from other states. He reflected, "I know 

there's people-I think about fifteen from here that have left to go down there and another 

dozen or so plan to go, but that's the Red Cross . . .  I'm not aware that FEMA actually 

came out and called around and said we need people." He continued, "most of that stuff 

goes from FEMA to the State and then the State calls and says can you do this or can you 

do that, we need you to help with this."

Continuing with the topic of outside assistance, I posed a hypothetical situation 

where if there were a disaster similar to the 1964 earthquake and subsequent tsunami,



would the Fairbanks North Star Borough's emergency response be made available. Larry 

confirmed,

It depends on what's going on in the Borough . . .  if there's problems here as a 

result, then we would take care of our own stuff first and then be available . . . this 

department is pretty small, there's three of us, the director, the manager, [and the] 

health and safety [officer] . . .  so if there's stuff going on in this Borough, chances 

are we're probably [going to] be pretty tied up takin' care [of] stuff in this 

Borough and would not release resources until we had our problems fixed and the 

Mayor could say, send them . . .  which I'm sure he would do once the stuff here is 

taken care of.

I inquired if Larry had any reservations about how the Northern Edge exercise 

went or how the Borough’s response strategies are developed. He responded, “I’m very 

confident that we can handle anything that comes along and we prepare and preach to 

everybody to be prepared for 72 hours . . .  after that we should be able to help.” He 

continued,

our plan, our emergency operations plan is a very workable plan and Northern 

Edge . . .  worked exceptionally well for the size and the complexity of what we 

were doing . .. Normally when we do the Airport exercises, there’s a plane crash 

. . .  this time we did the mass casualty, we did the police SWAT portion, we did 

.. . the Borough HazMat hazardous materials decontamination portion and that 

was it, we did three things at the same time.
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At this point in our conversation I requested that Larry explain the protocol for 

setting up the HazMat decontamination area during the Northern Edge exercise. He 

explained, “It takes a long time and . . .  a part of what happened at the exercise was we 

had the Airport for 3 hours .. . from 2 a.m.” to 5 a.m. He went on to say, “if we had done 

it normal, according to . . .  first things first, that 3 XA hours would have been used up just 

decontaminating people and setting up . . .  we wouldn’t have even started anything else 

so everybody just sits and waits until they’re done doing their thing.” Larry continued, 

“the area is sealed off, HazMat goes in, tries to figure out what it is, if they can, and then 

sets up to decontaminate . . . people before anything else happens.” He explained that no 

emergency responders will go into a contaminated atmosphere because “then they’re 

contaminated and we haven’t accomplished anything.” I asked him why it took so long to 

set up a HazMat decontamination area, and he responded, “Complex equipment. . .  a 

very high concern for personal safety . . .  they have to be in these encapsulated suits with 

air . . . they have to have them totally sealed so there’s no leaks . . .  you can’t run or do 

anything in them . . .  it’s just a slow process.”

Larry described the protocol of disseminating information to the public, via the 

media, during a crisis:

the Mayor has the ability to appoint anybody who wants to be the PIO for 

anything that’s going on and he has a person . . .  [the] special assistant to the 

Mayor, and to date she has been the PIO for the Borough . . . .  In the exercise at 

the Airport we had a PIO, the State had a PIO, and the Hospital had a PIO—they 

all worked together, coordinating all the information—it came from everybody at
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the same time so everybody was talking off of the same sheet of music . . . the 

PIOs [were] well coordinated for the exercise.

I asked Larry if the Mayor has to approve the Borough’s media report before release. He 

explained, “During the Boundary Fire the Mayor was involved with it, during the 

exercise he wasn’t.” He went on to say that the Mayor’s special assistant coordinated 

with him at the exercise, but “it depends what it is and how big it is, what the potential is 

. . .  and what the politics of everything is, and then the Mayor has the choice to do 

whatever he wants.”

I changed the topic to the post-exercise discussion that I had attended the week 

following the Northern Edge/Alaska Shield exercise and asked him to if he elaborate on a 

communication difficulty between Fairbanks Memorial Hospital and Basset Army 

Hospital which occurred during the event. He explained that, “we document what needs 

worked on, then there is a group that meets, it’s called the . .. Emergency Management 

Committee, and I’m sure as I’m sitting here that it’s going to [be] brought up in one of 

the very next meetings.” Larry explained that “one of the big keys to solving” a 

communication problem is ham radio operators. He elaborated, “those guys are fantastic 

. . .  [they] are ours . . .  the Borough’s back up communication system . . .  if we have an 

earthquake and all the power goes down, I’m calling the ham radio operators . . .  

wherever we want communications . . .  [to be set up] we’ll have that.” The Borough has 

access to ham radio operators through the Arctic Amateur Radio Club.

While at the Northern Edge exercise I observed the use of cell phones as a means 

of communication during a crisis and requested that Larry elaborate on this topic. He



explained that they are commonly used “but from my experience when we had that 7.9 

earthquake there was two things that failed . . .  one was cell phones—an immediate 

overload—and the other is the internet.” He explained that those systems became 

overloaded “and nobody could do anything.” In response to a query about the Borough’s 

communication system and how effective it is, he explained that their radios have never 

failed but “if they do, we have a plan . . . We also have satellite phones.”

I speculated about the element of surprise and wondered if the Borough tries to 

catch emergency responders off guard by planning exercises they don’t know about, and 

he responded, “No. We don’t try to catch them off guard.” Larry added:

normally we do our exercise . . .  in June at seventy degrees, in the daylight, in the 

middle of the afternoon when everybody is ready and this year we did it in the 

middle of the night at 2  a.m. in the summer when it was still warm—I’d like to do 

one at -40 below zero, in the dark, at 2 in the morning—that is when you test—to 

me that’s when you really test what your capabilities are.

Continuing, I asked Larry if he sees that happening. He responded, “I had a hell of a time 

getting them to do it at 2 in the morning, let alone -40 below zero— I’ll keep trying.”

I asked Larry about all the different organizations involved in the crisis planning 

process and what the protocol is. Larry responded,

There is a national standard called the Incident Command System—actually it’s 

called the National Incident Emergency Management System—it’s a nation-wide 

thing and theoretically everybody in the United States uses this system to manage 

an incident, so if you’re from New Jersey and you come here to help us . ..
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there’s a chart that says the Incident Commander is at the top . . . and then it flows 

down this way to the bottom where the worker bees are and that chart is the 

same whether we’re in Fairbanks, Alaska or ..  . Portland, Maine—the system is 

the same and you can go there and do it and they can come here and do it.

Staying on topic, I questioned Larry if that was what the Incident Commander referred to 

at the Airport exercise. He responded, “Yeah, they’re under the same system—we’re 

required—you see there’s a federal law now that requires us to use i t . .. FAA requires 

the Airports to use the Incident Command System . . . FBI uses it, the State uses it, 

Fairbanks PD uses i t . . .  we’re all trained in how to use the Incident Command System.” 

He elaborated, “actually now it’s called NIMS .. . [the] National Incident Management 

System—it’s the same system that .. . BLM uses on fires in Nevada and forestry uses [it] 

on fires in California and they’re using the same system in New Orleans.” He explained, 

“basically [NIMS] says . . .  there is one guy at the top that’s in charge—there’s no doubt 

who’s in charge.”

I shifted to the topic of Hurricane Katrina and if he would comment on the 

difficulties Louisiana and Mississippi had following the storm. He responded,

A lot of it had to do with planning—I mean in the FNSB we plan on being on our 

own for the first seventy-two hours—we’re not expecting any help—we’ll ask for 

i t . . .  if it gets here, great, but were trying to [be on our own] for the first three 

days because you think it took a long time to get to Louisiana, how long do you 

think it’s gonna take to get to Fairbanks, Alaska.



I confirmed that Larry was saying that the Borough tries to be as self-contained as 

possible. He responded,

As self-sufficient as possible knowing we can’t do it all ourselves but at least in 

the beginning we’re on our own pretty much, there is no help cornin’ for the first 

day or two . . .  by the time we get help from the State or FEMA or whoever we’re 

gonna rely pretty heavy on the military . . .  You know, we need food, water. . .  

whatever it is we’re gonna look anywhere we need to look and I am confident that 

the people in this Borough . . .  will survive—we have to—you’ve lived here, you 

know how people are—I help you, you help me and people will help each other 

an I think we’ll do just fine.

3.5 Jill's Interview

Jill has worked at Fort Wainwright in a civil service position since 1987. She 

explained that managing crises is now a normal part of her job. She went on to say, “we 

here in the Army have exercises routinely . . .  sometimes quarterly, sometimes more 

often,” and that since “September 11th, 2001 of course, they were much more frequent.” 

She explained that the Army’s SWAT team, the Military Police, “as well as what we call 

a Crisis Action Team” conduct routine exercises, and “as soon as something happens that 

Crisis Action Team is called together . . .  we have a special room with a huge big 

conference table, everybody’s got their own phone, we’ve got computer connections 

. .. to the local area networks . . .  access to the internet, e-mails and what have you.” Jill 

elaborated that the “Crisis Action Team has met almost full time starting September 11th



. . .  we would meet for several hours daily . . .  [and] we certainly got an opportunity to 

find out how well we work . . .  and . .. how well we can work through a crisis.”

I asked Jill if the room where the Crisis Action Team meets is an Incident 

Command Center. She responded, “Absolutely . . .  we worked on one with the Borough 

several years ago . . . they had a mass casualty exercise every year . . .  [and] this 

particular one . . .  was a bus and train crash.” She explained that the Alaska Railroad 

played a role, as well as the Base fire department, Basset Army Hospital, Fairbanks 

Memorial Hospital, and the Military Police. Jill elaborated that since the exercise was 

conducted on Fort Wainwright property, the Incident Command Center was located on 

post, at the Army Fire Department. She explained that the Incident Commander “reports 

back from the scene to the Garrison Commander at Fort Wainwright, and ultimately the 

Garrison Commander is . . .  the guy whose gonna make the final decision . . .  on what 

went on ..  . [but] he relies on the incident commander and those of us on the Crisis 

Action Team to advise him as to the wisest decision.”

I inquired about the Northern Edge exercise and if she played any part in that 

exercise. Jill explained that she did not, but that her supervisor at Fort Richardson in 

Anchorage did. In response to my question about how she disseminates crisis information 

to the public, Jill responded, “Yes . . .  I actually have a crises book” to follow in the case 

of an emergency and that during a crisis she will make routine updates informing soldiers 

and their families of the impending situation. Additionally, in the case of an evacuation, 

flyers would be posted instructing people what to bring and where to go. The Army also
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has a command channel through one of the area cable networks that acts as another 

information dissemination tool. Jill remarks,

we generally run a power point slide show with slides that talk about upcoming 

events . . .  or activities .. . [but] in a crisis situation we would replace that slide 

show with . . . [another] set of slides we’ve already prepared saying . . . here’s the 

situation, here’s what your gonna have to do, contact your chain of command for 

more information—whatever it needs to say.

I asked Jill if this was a protocol the Army goes by during a crisis, which she confirmed, 

adding that the command channel has “the ability to override all audio on all channels in 

the homes and offices that subscribe to that particular cable company.”

I asked Jill to whom she reports to during a crisis: “My boss is actually at Fort 

Richardson . . . [he is] the U.S. Army Alaska Public Affairs Officer . . .  when there’s a 

crisis here, the Fort Richardson Crisis Action Team meets as wel l . . . because the 

Garrison Commander down here reports to Fort Richardson . . .  so we’re [in] sort of an 

umbrella situation.” I returned to the topic of exercises and if the base emergency 

responders are ever surprised by a mock crisis that they are unaware of. She responded, 

Sometimes we know we’re going to have an exercise and sometimes we don’t . . . 

I would say more often than no t . . . we may have an idea . . .  [but] I’ve had more 

than . . .  a few occasions when I’ve been sitting here working away and get a call 

. . .  to come downstairs . . .  and didn’t expect it at all, so on many occasions, yes, 

there are surprises and not widely published.



I wondered if Jill was at Fort Wainwright during 9/11 and asked what changes 

have occurred since that time. She responded,

I think that 9/11 was probably a good test for our Crisis Action Team . . .  we had 

been meeting together routinely for several years . . .  and we found, in my 

opinion, that a lot of our procedures worked well, there were a few things we 

needed we needed to work at, we couldn’t anticipate the enormous traffic problem 

we would cause . . . every single vehicle that came through the gate had to be . . . 

scanned and . . . inspected . .. IDs had to be closely scrutinized . . .  we had no 

idea what we would do to the city traffic pattern . . .  we had to work out 

something else and fortunately . . .  the City and the Borough . . .  [were] extremely 

supportive . . .  [in] trying to work out a busing situation where employees and 

soldiers could park . . .  some place else and ride busses to work to avoid some 

of that ..  . congestion.

Jill continued,

we didn’t stay at that intense level of security for more than a couple of days so it 

became a moot point after that when there were only inspecting maybe every 

tenth vehicle or every twentieth or something . .. [but] when we exercise our team 

we also exercise going to a higher level of security . . .  that’s part of i t . . .  that’s 

one of the things that has changed . .. because it used to be very . . .  easy for 

anybody to drive on Fort Wainwright—all the gates were wide open.



Jill offered an example of a situation where the Army was called in to assist in the 

evacuation of a bush community that was flooding. She recounted how in the early 1990s 

the Koyukon River flooded the town of Alakaket:

we got a call on Sunday night that the Crisis Action Team was activated and on 

this one I believe . . .  the Governor went to Alaskan Command . . .  which is 

headquartered at Elmendorf. . . and said we need your help, we need to evacuate 

these villagers . .. Alaskan Command . .. called up here and said get your 

helicopters ready .. . launched, and [we] brought the entire village back to Fort 

Wainwright—they stayed here in an old barracks building [for] no more than two 

days or so while the Red Cross prepared the Carlson Center as an evacuation 

center.

When I asked Jill how many people were brought to the base from Alakaket, she said 

did not know for sure, but it was between 50 and 80 people. She went on to say that “we 

had a lot of media wanting to come on post—that’s another part of our job . . .  to escort 

media and in the middle of a crisis that’s a real challenge . . . bu t . .. when you’ve got 

media at the gate, they need to be answered pretty quickly.”

I asked Jill in what way does she receive information that a crisis has occurred: “if 

something happens I’m gonna get a phone call right away from the . . .  Command 

Operations Center—they call me and tell me, and if they can’t reach me here at the office 

they know my cell phone and my home number and the cell phone is on generally 

twenty-four hours a day.” Shifting the topic to exercising, I asked if Fort Wainwright 

trains on a continual basis and if they ever coordinate their training outside of



Wainwright. Her response was, “Yes, in fact, yesterday, today, and tomorrow, Alaskan 

Command is conducting what’s called the Arctic SAREX or the Arctic Search and 

Rescue Exercise,” and that part of the exercise was taking place at Basset Army Hospital 

with civilian agencies, as well as Canadians and Russians.

In response to my question about post-crises discussions, Jill responded:

We call those an ARR—an After Action Report. . .  as soon as something is 

done, we’re given a deadline . . .  maybe two days . . . [those involved] send me 

[their] AAR comments and we send them to someone who then compiles them 

into a briefing and we meet as a crisis action team again, go through that briefing 

page by page and it’s got what we did well and where we can improve and how 

we improve.

I closed by asking Jill about her assessment of Fort Wainwright’s response 

strategies. She explained that she

felt that our policies, our procedures, the ones that are in place were good, they 

gave us a real good basis to build on . . .  with 9/11 . . .  we had to go a little further 

that we normally do . . .  so, yes, I think it’s a real good basis . . .  I had the 

opportunity to sit in on a . . . crisis exercise at the University . . .  and I thought, 

you know, we don’t do things much differently . . . overall it was very, very 

similar to what we would do, so I would say we’re pretty much on the same sheet. 

Jill continued, “I think we’ve got it pretty well in hand now .. . things have gotten easier 

. . .  we’ve done enough exercises, enough testing . . .  but I think we’re pretty comfortable 

here.”
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3.6 Greg's Interview

Greg works with emergency preparedness at Fairbanks Memorial Hospital and 

has been employed in the position for the past six years. I began by asking him about 

some of his duties at the Hospital. He responded, “well I basically have two different 

jobs—I do all the emergency preparedness planning . . .  I co-chair . . .  [the] Emergency 

Management Committee here at the Hospital and . . .  we plan for and try to mitigate and 

train the staff to prepare for any kind o f . .. emergency from earthquake to fire to infant 

abduction to mass casualty.” Greg continued, “on the safety side I . . .  try to keep the 

Hospital in compliance with OSHA (Office of Safety and Health Administration), EPA 

(Environmental Protection Agency). . . [and] JCAHO (Joint Commission on 

Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations) requirements [for] employee safety, patient 

safety, risk assessment, things of that nature.” In reply to my question about whether his 

previous employment was related to the medical field, he remarked, “No, actually I spent 

twenty-two years in the Army, so I’m retired Army.”

I asked Greg to elaborate on Hospital exercises and real life crisis situations. He 

explained that the Hospital takes part in mass casualty exercises:

We . ..  experienced . ..  Northern Edge where there were casualties from a 

terrorist incident at the Airport. .. and . . .  we’ve done plane crashes, we’ve . .. 

had actual mass casualties [when] we had an airplane crash on Fort Wainwright 

. .. we’ve had a bus roll over in Denali Park, we’ve had a bus roll over up . . .  

near Eagle . . .  so we’ve . . . had . . . real life experiences.



Greg mentioned that the Hospital is required to have two drills per year as stipulated by 

JCAHO: “One has to have an actual influx of patients . . . [and] one drill [is] like a kind 

o f . . .  mock scenario, walk through, talk through.” I asked Greg if Northern Edge filled 

that requirement: “Yes, we received fifty-four patients during Northern Edge and they 

were all mulaged . . .  it’s makeup and stuff that’s put on to make it appear that the patient 

has . . .  a broken arm, burns, gun shot wounds, different things 

. . .  it adds realism to the scenario.”

I asked Greg if the exercise stops when the mock patients arrive at the Hospital. 

He noted that “we have a designated area in the Hospital” when there is an influx of 

patients that will tax the capabilities of the ER, “if you had an airplane crash and you 

have 150 victims, our ER couldn’t handle that, so . . .  we institute a call back roster—we 

would get doctors, nurses, [and] staff. . .  to come back in and start receiving patients.” 

Greg explained that “we have a triage area” set up in the lobby and “they’re directed in 

two different directions: one is immediate care and the other is first aid.” He went on to

in every exercise you have your objectives that you want to meet . . .  so we 

exercise through the patient being determined whether they would be admitted, go 

to surgery. We need to actually send them through surgery and let the surgery 

team go through their exercise. We didn’t actually transport them up to the 

floor, but we determine that this person needs to be admitted, this patient needs a 

cat-scan, this patient needs x-rays and then we actually send people to x-ray and



they actually did do lab work and . . .  exercise the blood bank, so that’s how 

far we took their treatment.

I asked Greg if Northern Edge was the largest exercise for the Hospital. He 

responded, “No, actually . ..  we do an exercise about that size every year.” He went on to 

say, “the Airport, by FAA regulations, has to have a triennial exercise, so we always 

participate in their exercise which generates us our influx of patients.” Greg mentioned 

the Hospital engages in a mass casualty exercise each time Eielson Air Force Base has an 

air show. He explains that FAA regulations stipulate if an air show is going to take place, 

a mass casualty exercise must be practiced prior to the show in case an aircraft crashes 

into or near a crowd of people. Greg says the Hospital recruits volunteers from the 

community to act as mock patients.

Regarding the Hospitals’ coordination with Basset Army Hospital, Greg said they 

conduct joint exercises as well. I explained to Greg that I had been present at Northern 

Edge, and that I had observed an interaction with some people there who were 

representing FMH, and were concerned about the amount of equipment available to 

handle the influx of patients. Greg responded that

we have a limited number of pieces of equipment. . .  and you have to 

figure out on any given day some of that equipment is in use—your gonna have 

people that are in ICU that are on ventilators . . .  and we only have so many . . .  

Basset only has so many. If there’s a situation like that then we . . .  can share 

equipment between us and Basset and we can also ask them to ship 

equipment from Anchorage. The Borough can request the State and the State



has the authority to dispatch . . .  an airplane that brings emergency equipment and 

things of that nature. But just like anything else . . .  we’re a small community 

and we have limited resources . . .  if you had a need for a hundred people to be 

on ventilators right now . . .  there’s gonna be a lot of people . . .  just baggin’ and 

waiting for equipment to come in. There isn’t enough computer operated 

ventilators to go around . . .  I mean they are a very expensive piece of 

equipment.

Greg continued, “we just can’t have . . .  a million dollars worth of equipment sitting in 

the basement somewhere waiting for something to happen.” He explained that “you have 

to take care of the most, do the best you can for the m ost. . . that’s the hard fact in a mass 

casualty . . .  it’s hard to say, but there’s gonna be people that . . .  die because there’s just 

not enough . . .  resources to take care of them that quickly.”

When I asked Greg about his involvement in crisis planning, he responded, “well 

. . .  1 just came [from] our emergency management meeting.” The Hospital has a number 

of individuals, including, nurses, doctors, the Emergency Department manager, and 

admissions, who brainstorm ideas to make their emergency operations perform better. 

Greg is always on call if there is an incident.

I switched the topic to Northern Edge and asked if Greg was involved in its 

planning. He responded, “Yes, we started planning back . . .  in February . . .  between the 

Airport, the Borough, and the Hospital. .. we started meeting once a month and then as it 

got closer we started meeting . . .  every two weeks . . . we started bringing more people 

into the play.” He continued, “initially . . .  we just kept it Airport operations, the Airport



Police and Fire, and the Borough emergency manager and myself. . . and then we added 

more players as we got closer . . . like EMS and Fire and Red Cross and ham radio 

operators.” I asked Greg, if, apart from the post-Northem Edge discussion at FMH, if the 

Hospital itself had some kind of meeting internally following an exercise. He responded, 

“Yes . .. within 72 hours of an exercise we always have an After Action Review . . .  we 

invite all the staff that participated and we go one by one around the room and ask them 

to . . .  give a couple of points—good points that they thought went well, and a couple of 

points . . .  that need improvement.” Additionally, Greg said, “we capture those 

comments . . .  we have evaluation forms that are handed out . . .  after the drill and we . . . 

have employees .. . fill out their comments [to] see what we can do to improve.” Greg 

remarked that updating the Hospital’s electronic medical records to a digital format is one 

of the things that needs improvement, as it will make it easier to track patients in a mass 

casualty situation. He went on to say, “of course, communication . . .  even internal 

communication,” is another point that routinely needs to be addressed.

I urged Greg to elaborate on his perception of emergency services in the Borough. 

He remarked, “it’s amazing, because . .. where the rubber meets the road . . .  we do very 

wel l . . .  you consider for the size of this community and where we’re located, the quality 

of medical care that’s available for people is . . . pretty impressive.” I asked Greg to 

explain why some patients go to FMH and others to Basset Army Hospital in an 

emergency situation. He explained that the “transportation coordinator and the EMS 

coordinator . . .  make a decision there at the scene.” He continued, “Bassett doesn’t have 

the same level of capabilities that we have here . .. they don’t really have an ER, they ..  .



operate a clinic that used to be an ER but they’ve downgraded it.” Greg elaborated, “they 

don’t have the size and they don’t have the staff. . .  so the more critical patients are 

directed here and . . .  the more .. . stable . . .  would go to Basset.” Additionally, he said, 

“we have a good working relationship [with] Basset and the Borough.”

Greg elaborated on the transportation coordinator’s decision of who goes where: 

he’s the one . . .  to say . . .  this needs to go to FMH, this needs to go to Basset.. . 

[he] tells the ambulance [where to go] and then we have a liaison and Basset has a 

liaison . . . and they radio to us and say ‘hey, this is coming our way’ and then our 

people get the message . . . and then the Basset liaison is radioing Basset saying 

‘hey we’ve got this coming’ so . . .  your staff is prepared for what’s going to hit 

the door.

I shifted the topic to autonomy in decision-making and Greg explained, “W ell. .. 

it depends on what level it is . . .  [we] have an incident commander at the scene . . .  there 

might be an incident commander at the Borough, and the Hospital will have an incident 

commander and they’re overall in charge and responsible.” He explained that if 

something happened at 2 in the morning “the incident commander can be the nursing 

supervisor that’s on [duty] right then .. . until either someone comes in that can relieve 

her of that responsibility, or she might remain in that responsibility, so it depends on 

who’s being the incident commander who has the overall say on what we can do.” 

Additionally, Greg notes, “we have . . .  a team work mentality here . . . it’s not like . . .  

people giving advice and opinions . . . it’s adapting and overcoming and reacting to the



situation at hand . . .  every situation is different so you have to be able to be flexible . . .  

be quick on your feet.”

On the topic of the media, Greg remarked, “we have a PIO . . . [that] handles the 

press . . .  we have a designated waiting room for the press . . .  [where] they would get fed 

their briefing . ..  whatever that would be . . .  we try to keep them . . .  centralized in one 

location because . . .  we have victims and family members . . .  we try to keep . . .  all that 

separate.” I moved to the subject of ham radio operators and how they fit into the picture. 

Greg responded, “Well, they’re like . . . another redundant communication source and it 

seems like when all else fails, ham radios work, whether it’s an earthquake, hurricane, 

you name it, ham radios work.” He explained, “whenever we do a drill, we have ham 

radios come and set up—we have an antennae on the roof—they just go into a room, they 

plug into they wall—the coax is already run. Basset has one set up . . . the Borough EOC 

has one set up and they have mobile units . .. they’re all part of our little system and . . .  

they help us communicate.”

I asked Greg if he had any reservations about how everything went at the 

Northern Edge exercise, or about coordination with other agencies. He responded, “Well, 

I think . . .  it went really wel l . . .  I think that . . .  this community has a really good . . .  

history of working together and coming together as a team and . . .  there’s none of this us 

against them, or we want to do this and you don’t want to do that . . .  everybody comes 

together and really tries to put forth their best effort.”

While at the post-crisis discussion for Northern Edge, I had observed an 

interaction between personnel from Bassett Army Hospital, Greg, and others on the



subject of an ambulance driver straying from the scene. I asked Greg to elaborate and 

he explained,

one of the problems is when there’s a situation . . .  everybody wants to help . . .  

you know, you got people in distress . . .  an ambulance driver’s job is to sit behind 

the wheel and drive the ambulance . . .  and there were ambulance drivers that 

were getting out and trying to help victims and move patients . . .  the 

transportation coordinator needed this ambulance to move . . .  to bring another 

piece of equipment in . . .  [and] there’s no driver sitting in the seat, and now [the 

transportation coordinator is] running around trying to find . .. whose ambulance 

is this, who’s the driver, I need it moved. So, what they were saying . . .  as hard as 

it is . . .  the driver needs to stay in his seat.

Greg explained that the ambulance drivers are a separate entity from the Hospital, and 

that they have their own After Action Review, “none of them are Hospital employees 

they’re all Borough . . .  [and] City.”

I asked Greg to elaborate more on the planning that was involved for the Northern 

Edge exercise. He explained,

we initially met, we talked about. . .  what would be the Borough’s goals, what 

would be the Airport’s goals, what would be the Hospital’s goals, what would we 

accomplish. After that we came up with . . .  a likely scenario—given the 

Northern Edge scenario that the State was using and with terrorist activity coming 

across the border through Canada . . .  we came up with a scenario that we thought



. . .  could satisfy the Airport’s needs . . .  the Borough’s needs .. . [and] the 

Hospital’s needs.

Greg continued,

we’re planning that . . .  two terrorists try to get out of the area on an Alaska 

Airlines flight, they got suspicious stuff in their baggage, TSA finds it, there’s a 

release . . .  so . . .  all of the sudden the Borough HazMat team is involved, TSA’s 

involved, and then there’s a search for these people who own these bags and the 

terrorists get nervous, they have some guns and grenades, and they do 

terrorist things and all of the sudden you have law enforcement involved . . .  

Airport operations has to shut down the Airport. Alaska Airlines .. . has to react 

.. . pulling jets away from jet lanes. [The terrorists] take hostages and so now 

you got a law enforcement scenario and an Airport operations scenario going on. 

[A] gunfight and grenade produces casualties and . . . gives an influx of 

patients to the Hospital. So that’s how the whole thing is created, and then after 

everybody’s aware of the scenario and everybody says .. . it’s a good idea . . .  we 

can meet again and then . . .  we start letting the outside agencies know . . .  this is 

coming . . .  this is the general scenario, and we start to develop a time line. We 

kept informing and bringing more people into the circle and then they start 

training their people and I start training my people.

I asked Greg if he felt confident with the level of response in the Fairbanks area 

and coordination with other agencies. He responded,
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Yep, [but] the thing that I fear most, is that overwhelming disaster . . .  we only 

have so many ambulances, so many fire trucks . . .  so many ventilators, and if you 

have an airplane go down, across the river in the Tanana Flats, and you have 250 

people on board—you gotta problem no matter how good your response is. It 

doesn’t matter if you’re . . .  the best responders and have the best communications 

and the best working relationship . .. you’ve got a serious problem because you 

got . . .  an airplane down in the Tanana Flats with 250 victims. So that’s the 

reality of i t . . .  that’s the thing that keeps you up at night, you know, jeez . . .  no 

matter how well prepared you are there’s always something that’s overwhelming. 

Greg explained that the fact of the matter was that the Hospital could only handle 

fifty or a hundred patients, and if there were three thousand, “what are we going to do?" 

At this point he began to discuss the possibility of the Avian Flu:

one of the things that we’re looking at and been planning for is the Avian Flu—I 

don’t know if you’ve heard about Avian Flu. The World Health Organization 

has been putting out warnings . . . [about] a deadly flu virus. It’s about a fifty 

percent mortality rate, and they’re afraid it’s going to mutate from human to 

human transfer. They’re really scared that this could be the next world 

pandemic. Well, you know, we have eighty thousand people in this Borough 

and when you’re talking pandemic . . .  [and] you’re talking about something as 

infectious as this you could have . . .  fifteen thousand people that are very, very, 

deathly sick. We have a community here that has international stuff coming 

from the Pacific Rim . . .  we have all this transportation coming from China and



[elsewhere] and all these [jets] stopping here to refuel. It’s just scary to think 

that you could have that many . . .  sick people and how are we going to take care 

of that many people.

I switched to the topic of earthquakes, and asked Greg to elaborate: “We have 

back-up generators that automatically kick on if there’s a disruption in the normal power 

supply so there’s a couple second delay and then the power is kicked back on.” I inquired 

about the 7.9 magnitude Denali quake and if the Hospital checked all their systems. He 

responded, “about six or seven months ago . . .  we hired a contractor to come in and do a 

seismic survey and he went through . . .  all the architectural drawings . . . [he] looked at 

all different things and we got a very high rating . . .  for how we’re constructed.”

In regard to my question about whether the Hospital tries to be as self-contained 

as possible, Greg replied that

you don’t have a choice . . .  let’s just take Hurricane Katrina . . .  you think about 

the distances we deal with and the distances that they deal with and look at the 

response time and how long it took. You might as well double that to what 

we’re gonna get here, because now you have the distance and time factor. I just 

can’t understand how some of that happened . . .  they had four days notice it was 

coming.

Using the Hurricane Katrina fiasco as an analogy, I asked Greg about the City 

versus the Borough versus the State versus the Federal Government, and if those agencies 

work well together. He explained,



I think here in Fairbanks with Borough and the City and Hospital, we are really 

tight and we work together and we’re all on a first name basis and even the 

Borough Emergency Manager sits on our Emergency Management Committee.

As far as the State goes . . .  the State is something . . . that’s down in Anchorage. 

We figure we have to take care of our self for at least 72 hours before we can 

expect the cavalry to come . . .  that’s the mentality we take. I haven’t really 

had a whole lot of experience with getting any kind of relief or anything from the 

State, never had something major happen . . .  so I don’t know what kind of 

response we would get, but of course . . .  we hope we can depend on them .. . but 

you know, they’re not like our . .. trump card. We take care of our own and we 

think about how were gonna handle it and what we’re gonna do .. . that’s the way 

the system is supposed to work. You’re supposed to handle everything at the 

local level that you can and then when it gets too big . . .  you can make a call and 

say . . . this has overwhelmed our capabilities and we need assistance. When 

the State gets overwhelmed . . . they’re supposed to make the call.

I asked Greg if there was anything else he would like to talk about or expand on. 

He responded, “You know that resources [are] the key—and of course resources cost 

money. I think one of the problems that we’re having . . .  [is] ever since 9/11, there’s 

been a focus with Homeland Security and terrorists and justice and . . .  I think the focus 

has been lost from all hazard. I think the focus should always be all hazard.” I confirmed 

with Greg that his remark meant that in America we experience more hazards and 

disasters than terrorist attacks. He responded,



I don’t think it has, I know it has. Everything has been focused on Homeland 

Security. Strings have been attached to Homeland Security so you’ll get this 

money if you do bio-terrorism training and nuclear . . .  radiological training” and 

so forth. He continued, “my theory is . . .  if you prepare for all hazards then 

you’re prepared for a terrorist attack .. . you purchase equipment and do 

training for all hazard . . . [and] you’re gonna be covered for all that.



Chapter 4:

Analysis

4.1 Themes

After careful consideration of the interviews, I have identified five emergent 

themes from the capta. The themes are: Confidence in Abilities and Boundaries to 

Response, Command Structure, Public Information, and Agency Requirements.

4.1.1 Confidence in Abilities and Boundaries to Response. All the individuals 

who took part in this research expressed a need to rehearse their response tactics. Two 

recurring themes that emerged simultaneously in examining these conversations are 

Confidence in Abilities and Boundaries to Response. Through repeated mock drills and 

exercises, the co-researchers build confidence in their knowledge of how to respond in 

the event of a real-life emergency. During the post-exercise discussion phase, which each 

of them confirmed was protocol following any exercise or real life emergency, the co

researchers have the opportunity to reflect on the event and to express reservations they 

have about particular aspects of it they perceive to be troublesome. At the same time, 

however, I found that the post-exercise discussion is also a time for these coordinators to 

acknowledge their accomplishments and to examine the elements which facilitated 

positive results. These post-crisis discussions thus reaffirm capabilities and foster 

confidence.

Yet, the co-researchers in this study, through verbal admission or subtle inference, 

also acknowledged that their capabilities are limited. They voiced the common 

assumption among crises managers that individual citizens need to be prepared to cope



on their own for up to 72 hours in the event of crises. This assumption acknowledges that 

their capabilities in responding to an emergency are bounded by human and technological 

forces; e.g., a limited number of qualified responders, as well as limited response 

equipment. This dialectical tension between confidence in abilities and boundaries to 

response is seen differently by each agency; yet, it is a theme common to my 

conversations with my co-researchers.

Larry explained:

I’m very confident that we can handle anything that comes along and we prepare 

and preach to everybody to be prepared for 72 hours . . .  after that we should be 

able to help .. . you do what you need to . .. but believe our plan, our 

emergency operations plan is a very workable plan . . . .

I hear a contradiction in this remark. Larry is confident that the Borough’s emergency 

management structure “can handle anything that comes along,” that is, that all potential 

crises are within the boundaries which Borough officials perceive to be manageable. 

However, his mention of the need to “preach to everybody” to be prepared for up to 72 

hours makes evident that he sees boundaries to the Borough’s response, and I interpret 

“preaching preparation" as Larry's acknowledgement that the Borough's capabilities are 

determined by the extent of the crisis. Blanchard-Boehm (1998) notes that, “In cases of a 

severe event, the wait for assistance from fire, police, medical, food, shelter, and 

communication organizations could even be longer” than 72 hours (p. 248).

Greg articulated that considering the relative small size of our community and our 

physical location in relation to the contiguous United States, the quality of medical care is



very “impressive,” and “where the rubber meets the road we do . . .  very well.” Greg is 

also confident, yet he understands that in a worst case scenario, his hospital response 

teams could be overwhelmed with victims. As he explained, "the thing that I fear most, is 

that overwhelming disaster . . .  we only have so many ambulances, so many fire trucks 

. . .  so many ventilators and if you have an airplane go down, across the river in the 

Tanana Flats, and you have 250 people on board—you got a problem, no matter how 

good your response is." Greg also recognizes that the Hospital's capabilities are limited as 

he described the hypothetical situation of a world-wide Avian Flu pandemic. Concerned 

about the outcome of such an event, Greg acknowledged “we have eighty thousand 

people in this Borough and when you’re talking pandemic ..  . [and] you’re talking about 

something as infectious as this, you could have . .. fifteen thousand people that are very, 

very, deathly sick . . .  [H]ow are we going to take care of that many people?”

Part of Greg’s concern in coping with either of these two scenarios is that 

currently in the Fairbanks North Star Borough, Fairbanks Memorial Hospital (FMH) is 

the only hospital with fully equipped emergency rooms. While awaiting the construction 

of a new hospital on Fort Wainwright Army Post, all serious injuries are sent to FMH, as 

would be the case in a mass casualty emergency. Minor injuries would be sent to Basset 

Army Hospital on Fort Wainwright if there were mass casualties. However, regardless of 

the addition of another hospital, emergency management agencies in the FNSB would 

still be overwhelmed.

With regard to the Alaska Pipeline, Jerry expressed his confidence in his agency’s 

abilities, which stem from their “seventy spill drills” a year. Jerry sees that through



repeated drills, the agency has become “effective” and “efficient” in their response to an 

oil spill; however, he also indicated that their capabilities are addressed to “most crises” 

they could potentially face. I interpret Jerry's phrase to mean there are some crises with 

which this agency would be unable to cope, possibly overwhelming their capabilities, as 

was the case in the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill. Although the FNSB is located in the central 

part of Alaska, the Alaska Pipeline crosses through the Borough, near cities, villages, and 

over some of Alaska’s precious rivers, which are an essential resource to many who live 

in and visit this vast area. A major pipeline break would be a disaster, and my co

researcher appeared careful not to suggest that an incident of this sort could occur.

In their work as emergency response coordinators, my co-researchers focus much 

of their effort and concern on the effectiveness of the response their organizations and 

those they interface with could provide to the crises they might encounter. They clearly 

express their confidence in their plans, especially as these have been exercised in 

simulated emergencies. At the same time, however, and with differing degrees of 

expressiveness, the co-researchers experience their response capabilities as limited in 

scope and as bounded by the constraints of available resources. Confidence appears to 

outweigh doubt, but the tension is one they reuse.

4.1.2 Command Structure. All the co-researchers identified a main location 

which would be the center of operations in the event of a crisis, though they referred to it 

in different ways: Emergency Operations Center (EOC), Incident Command Center 

(ICC), and Joint Information Command (JIC). In the case of joint response, each agency 

that participates may also establish its own command center if necessary, depending on



the situation. Each co-researcher also made clear which individual, or in the case of a 

joint-command structure, individuals, would assume the authority as incident 

commander(s). The structures they described clearly involve military-like chains of 

command in which incident commanders provide orders and reports on the state of the 

emergency to lower ranking emergency responders on the scene. This type of command 

structure is what Quarantelli and Dynes refer to as the command and control model 

which “has been used as a point of reference not only for ‘community disaster’ but has 

been also used for risky technologies” (as cited in Dynes, 1994, p. 142).

The command and control model has dominated emergency response tactics and 

strategies since the 1950s, when Civil Defense was subsumed under the Department of 

Defense. Dynes (1994) indicated that the command and control model is based on the 

assumption that in the event of a major crisis or natural disaster, society will be in a state 

of chaos; hence the model does not include the civilian population as involved in 

responding to a crisis. Dynes suggests an alternative problem solving model that includes 

able-bodied citizens and existing social structures as a more productive model for 

bringing crisis situations back to a state of normalcy.

As we explored how her organization would respond in an emergency, Susan 

remarked that “the emergency responders and the major organizations are using the same 

emergency response structure so you always have an incident commander. . .  and it 

doesn’t matter who [they are]; they’re the incident commander and this is what they 

would do.” While she was at the National Emergency Training Center, her instructors set 

up a Joint Information Command as “a way of assigning roles and responding to the



media and getting information out that’s accurate and timely.” She clearly sees the 

command structure as "a beautiful model that’s being used all over the country in cases of 

emergency."

In praising incident command systems, however, Susan also acknowledges the 

civilian population in Alaska as a resource in managing a crisis:

We’re pretty tough up here . . . [although] we’re a relatively small community I 

think Alaskans are known for . . .  that frontier mentality—you gotta depend on 

your neighbors . . .  you’ll never know when you’ll need’em . . . we’re all in this 

together.

I interpret Susan to mean that even though the organization for which she is employed 

follows Dynes’ (1994) command and control model, one that she herself endorses, she is 

keenly aware that in times of crises, Alaskans will assist each other through perils they 

are all facing. Her awareness stems from over twenty years living in the Far North where 

Alaskans routinely encounter extreme conditions like sub-zero temperatures. Individuals 

like Susan who choose to live in the Far North experience a bond with others who have 

made the same choice. My understanding of Susan’s experience is supported by the 

twenty-six years I have spent in Alaska, as well.

The Borough follows a national standard called the Incident Command System, or 

more specifically, according to Larry, the “National Incident Emergency Management 

System.” He sees the system as "a chart that says the incident commander is at the top . .. 

and then it flows down this way to the bottom where the worker bees are and that chart is 

the same whether we’re in Fairbanks, Alaska, or . . . Portland, Maine—the system is the



same and you can go there and do it and they can come here and do it.” The hierarchical, 

military-like command and control model is apparent in his description, however, Larry 

also recognizes the availability of an able-bodied citizenry in the wake of a major crisis: 

“You know we need food, water . . .  whatever it is we’re gonna look anywhere we need 

to look and I am confident that the people in this Borough will survive—we have to— 

you’ve lived here, you know how people are, I help you, you help me and people will 

help each other and I think we’ll do just fine.”

Jerry is explicit about the type of command and control model his agency uses for 

crisis response: “we go to a unified command structure where we operate under the same 

format that the military operates under . . .  if there is [s/c] other departments involved in 

the incident we form what’s called a JIC—a joint information command.” Jerry did not 

comment on community participation in the event of an oil spill; however, during the 

Exxon Valdez incident Exxon hired hundreds of workers from around the State to assist 

with clean-up efforts.

My co-researchers have no question that the command and control structures 

embedded in their response systems are workable and effective. I infer from their clarity 

in discussing the structure that they believe any other structure would provide an 

insufficient response to a crisis. But they also perceive Alaskan citizens as a useful tool in 

responding to a community-wide crisis, be it a natural disaster or a human-caused event. 

Although my co-researchers incorporate the Incident Command System into their 

planning, our conversations suggest their possible awareness of elements of the problem

solving model.
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4.1.3 Public Information. The media are an essential element in response during 

and after a crisis incident, and individuals whose job it is to respond to crises continually 

take into account how they will deal with the media. For instance, a shooting at one of the 

Borough schools could potentially become a fiasco as concerned parents and the media 

flood the scene. To these coordinators the media can sometimes be a burden as they rush 

to seek out information for upcoming news stories; yet the media cannot be ignored, for 

community members not only want to know and have a right to know the status of an 

emergency that might affect their lives and property. Hence, my co-researchers hold in 

common the assumption that a press conference will be held immediately following the 

onset of a crisis.

When a crisis occurs that requires activating an incident command center, 

typically the Public Information Officer, upon approval of the incident commander, will 

disseminate information to the media. All the co-researchers mentioned that the media 

must be included in their crisis plans both during and after an emergency, and each co

researcher described how their organization deals with the media. Each confirmed that 

they have a PIO who routinely acts as a buffer between incident command and the public. 

Susan in particular told me that she has “periodic media workshops with our principles 

and assistant principles to talk about how this district is going to work with the [press] . . .  

[and] as much as I can act as a buffer, I will . . .  to insure the immediate health and life 

safety of [our] students.”

Susan went on to tell about how the School District “would set up a media center 

in the central office in the event of a major crisis” and how a perimeter would be set up
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around the school and reporters would not be allowed beyond that.” While discussing this 

issue, however, she gave a noticeable sigh that I interpreted as meaning that the media, 

though important, can also involve a time consuming, laborious, and routine interaction 

that District officials afford to ignore. Susan tiredly emphasized, “I drill into our 

principles that the media are actually our friends,” and added:

we hate it when there’s a reporter on the other end of the line but I try and tell our 

principles that it is through the media that we reach the parent. . .  [further 

acknowledging] We’ve go t . . .  tens of thousands of people out there that want to 

know what’s going on with their kids and we can’t talk to them individually . . .  

[however] we can talk through the media to those parents, so [the principles] 

know that it’s very important to deal politely and accurately and in a timely 

fashion with reporters.

Susan acknowledges interaction with the media is always a consideration in her planning 

and coordinating. Her use of the term “buffer” indicates that she sees part of her role as 

regulating the timing and flow of information to the media, as an actual intermediary, and 

responding to their demands to whatever extent possible.

Bob and I discussed the media and the way in which the Airport coordinates the 

reporting of information. Depending on the situation, he has “the ability to [assign] a 

public information officer or I could do it myself. . .  as the EOC commander, so to speak 

. . .  I have that kind of autonomy to be able to do it and . . .  I’ve done that stuff quite a 

bit.” Bob sees it as important to keep the media at bay when he asserts “you don’t want to 

let the press get in the way o f . . . handling the incident. . .  you can’t let them impair your



ability to respond and save lives out on the airfield . . . [so] if we really did have that kind 

of [incident], I would delegate that immediately.” Bob perceives that the Airport has a 

good relationship with the media, but his assertion tells me their relationship is 

conditional on the grounds of appropriate conduct by media personnel. Bob expressed an 

urgency to assign a PIO “immediately,” as he is concerned with the media getting in the 

way of emergency operations.

During our conversation, Jerry expressed both the necessity of interacting 

with the media, and how he, as well, sees himself as a buffer between the agency and the 

media. When I questioned Jerry about the company’s response to the media immediately 

following an incident, he explained, “Well, I think immediately is probably a relative 

term . . .  as soon as we can.” When I pressed him further, “Within a day or so?” he 

replied, “Oh, absolutely.” Jerry’s reply indicates the importance he sees in responding to 

the media immediately following an incident and suggests that his job allows him a 

certain level of autonomy in dealing with the media: “Pretty much . . .  I do to a certain 

extent. . .  act as the gatekeeper in this building.”

The scenario is much the same with local Borough emergency coordination.

When I asked Larry if the Mayor has to approve the Borough’s media report before 

release, he acknowledged, “During the Boundary Fire the Mayor was involved with it, 

during the exercise he wasn’t.” He further disclosed that the Mayor’s special assistant 

coordinated with him at the exercise, but “it depends what it is and how big it is, what the 

potential is ..  . and what the politics of everything is and then the Mayor has the choice to 

do whatever he wants.” My interpretation of these remarks is that the Mayor’s assistant,



who also acts as a PIO for the Borough, simultaneously takes on the role of a buffer, as 

does Susan with the School District, Bob with the Airport, and Jerry with the agency that 

monitors the Pipeline.

The theme of Public Information also appears in Jill’s discussion of the rescue of 

villagers from Allakaket: “we had a lot of media wanting to come on post—that’s another 

part of our job . . .  to escort media and in the middle of a crisis, that’s a real challenge . . .  

bu t .. . when you’ve got media at the gate, they need to be answered pretty quickly.” In 

talking with Greg about the Hospital’s interaction with the media, he noted that, “We 

have a PIO . . . [that] handles the press . . .  we have a designated waiting room for the 

press . .. [where] they would get fed their briefing . . .  whatever that would be . . .  we try 

to keep them . . .  centralized in one location because . . .  we have victims and family 

members . . .  we try to keep . . .  all that separate.” Greg understands the media will 

remain unsatisfied until a reasonable amount of information is provided.

All the co-researchers mentioned the media during our conversations and 

described the need to deal with media representatives as an integral part of their work as a 

response coordinator. Some of my co-researchers experience their role as that of a 

“buffer” or “gatekeeper” between the media and their respective organization. These 

individuals understand the importance of public information, and they also know 

reporters will pressure them until the reporters’ needs are met. At the same time, the co

researchers know they must be careful not to supply unverified information to the media 

so as not to create further problems by misinforming the public.



4.1.4 Agency Requirements. All the respondents emphasized the importance of 

planning, and of routinely enacting those plans through mock exercises and drills. Larry 

explains:

The Airport is required every three years to have a mass casualty exercise. The 

Hospital is required every year to have a mass casualty exercise and the Borough 

is required every year to exercise our emergency operations plan . . .  we met the 

State's requirements, we met the Borough requirements, we met FMH's 

requirements, and we met the Airport’s requirements—we did four things in one 

evening.

All the co-researchers communicated that their organizations are monitored by 

outside agencies which require them to exercise periodically and to see that their 

responses follow the guidelines established by those agencies. Susan explained that, "the 

School District operates the schools and the Borough owns the buildings, therefore, the 

School District is subsumed under the Borough's emergency plans,” and added, "They're 

kind of responsible for us and we wanna make sure to work closely with them. We might 

be more focused on the student's safety . . .  staff safety and communicating with our 

parents—they're responsible in the wider sense for . . .  everything." Susan understands her 

responsibilities for regulating safety procedures for the school system as part of the 

broader responsibilities entrusted to the Borough, and that coordinating with the Borough 

is essential. Susan's remark suggests that the Borough works closely with the School 

District and regulates safety procedures for the school system.
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Bob disclosed that the Airport, as required by the Federal Aviation Administration 

(FAA), “tested their emergency response, and that all other agencies involved in the 

Northern Edge/Alaska Shield exercise tested their response to the crisis as well.” He 

added that “we have federal regulations that dictate our . . . response—how many gallons 

of a dry [chemical] do we need and water and so forth . . .  we make sure that we either 

meet or exceed that every time an airline comes in.” With regard to the Alaska Pipeline, 

Jerry noted that,

When we do these pipeline drills . . .  we don’t do them just under the blanket of 

[our company], we invite the Environmental Protection Agency, often times the 

Joint Pipeline Office . . .  the Alaska Department of Environmental 

Conservation—they join in on these spills and they are often times observers of 

how we react to these spills so when we have an incident we go back an we look 

and we have a lessons learned program.

He assured me that “a lot of times they’ll give us .. . recommendations and sometimes 

they’re demands—things you will do better and things you could of done better, and we 

take all that into account and incorporate them into our practices.”

While observing at the EOC during the Northern Edge/Alaska Shield exercise I 

witnessed Bob referencing a manual that outlines the protocol for handling a crisis 

situation. When I asked Larry if Bob was using the Incident Command System at the 

Airport exercise, he responded, “Yeah, they’re under the same system—we’re required— 

you see there’s a federal law now that requires us to use i t . . .  FAA requires the airports



to use the Incident Command System .. . FBI uses it, the State uses it, Fairbanks PD uses 

i t . . .  we’re all trained in how to use the Incident Command System.”

With regard to the Hospital, Greg remarked, “on the safety side I . . .  try to keep 

the Hospital in compliance with the OSHA, EPA . . .  [and] JCAHO requirements [for] 

employee safety, patient safety, risk assessment, things of that nature.” Greg assured me 

that the Hospital is required to have two drills per year as stipulated by JCAHO and 

added, “one has to have an actual influx of patients . . . [and] one drill [is] like a kind of 

. . . mock scenario, walk through talk through.” When I asked Greg if Northern Edge 

fulfills that requirement, he said, “Yes, we received fifty-four patients during Northern 

Edge.”

Bob remarks about the Airport’s exercises, Jerry’s about Pipeline operation, 

together with Larry’s observations about the Borough and Greg’s about the Hospital all 

make clear that they experience their day to day work as intimately bound to and arising 

from the requirements imposed on them by governmental agencies. Agency requirements 

are clear and present to each of them, leaving one to wonder how much training and 

exercising would be accomplished without these conditions being set. The fact that there 

are conditions leads me to believe all the co-researchers in this study also experience a 

commitment to meeting their respective agency requirements. None of the co-researchers 

described the sanctions that would apply if these requirements are not met, but I presume 

neglecting them might affect State and Federal funding, as well as their positions with 

their organizations.
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To fulfill their agency requirements these individuals are compelled to work with 

one another in coordinating not only their response, but also their ability to negotiate with 

and between other responders. Coordination provides these organizations with the means 

necessary to produce effective results when emergencies arise. These crisis managers 

submit to rules and regulations imposed by their respective agencies, and understand that 

interagency cooperation is essential to the success of exercising and meeting their goals.

4.2 Discussion

The failure of adequate response in the wake of recent disasters has propelled 

agencies whose job it is to respond to crises to reassess their capabilities and planning 

procedures. As was evident after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, much work still needs to 

be accomplished if communities are to fare well in crises like these. Living in the 

Fairbanks North Star Borough, citizens experience a unique northern environment, which 

at times can interfere with their everyday lives. My co-researchers are genuinely 

concerned about a number of different potential disasters. Hospital officials are 

concerned about an Avian Flu epidemic or a large aircraft crashing, whereas Borough 

officials are more concerned about earthquakes and floods. Several different types of 

human-caused or natural disasters pose real threats to those who reside in the Borough 

and those individuals whose job it is to plan, coordinate, and prepare for such events 

work to reduce that risk. The capta which emerged from the conversational interviews in 

this study represent the lived experience of these crisis managers in this community, and 

reveal how those whose job it is to prepare for disasters understand and act in the process 

of planning and coordinating.



Thematic analyses of the interviews indicate that crisis planners in the FNSB find 

themselves to be part of a cohesive community that relies on mutual expertise in 

emergency response to pull through a disaster. They see it as essential to engage in inter

agency communication and planning, conducting exercises as required by their regulatory 

agencies, and to carry out post-crisis discussions to evaluate their response strategies. 

Crisis managers and emergency planners in the FNSB understand they are bound by 

various agencies to conduct routine drills and exercises in order to test their response 

systems. In doing so they develop greater confidence in their respective plans and their 

knowledge of emergency operations expands. The co-researchers in this study all 

understand that in some way their response is limited to their capabilities, which are 

constrained by the availability of equipment and by the number of persons employed to 

operate and coordinate that equipment. The respondents implicitly follow a hierarchical 

command system, similar to a military command structure that is used across the US, and 

they understand that one of their functions as part of this system is dealing with the 

media. The public expects to be informed through media, and the individuals whose job it 

is to respond to the media find that, while at times the media is an inconvenience, 

responding to their requests is an essential part of the command system. These officials 

experience themselves as buffers or gatekeepers between members of the media and their 

agencies.

In retrospect, there are limits to this study. First, the research was conducted in the 

FNSB, thousands of miles from the contiguous US. There are apparently no comparable 

studies in extreme environments, and few, if any, in the communities in the “lower 48.”



Further research into the planning and coordinating of crisis response and risk 

communication at the community level is necessary as past failures have raised questions 

in regard to public safety in the event of a human-caused or natural disaster. Second, 

several agencies were not included in this study due either to accessibility or time 

constraints. Other possible interview subjects might have come from Flint Hills 

Resources, the Fairbanks Police Department, the Alaska State Troopers, Homeland 

Security, or the Fire Marshal’s Office. The results of this study might have been different 

if participants were recruited from these agencies, as most of the respondents would be 

from organizations which are concerned with protecting the public from lawless activity. 

Such respondents may consider the command and control structure outlined by Dynes 

(1994) as a strict requirement, leaving no room to adapt to an anomalous situation, 

perhaps by moving toward a problem solving model. They may differ as well with regard 

to how they prepare and plan for large-scale disasters, as well as in the way they mitigate 

such events.

While risk and crisis communication research covers a broad spectrum, there is 

ample room for studies that utilize a qualitative approach and which focus on the 

coordination of emergency services and interagency planning before a crisis. 

Understanding the lived experience of crisis managers provides insight into the much 

larger picture of community disaster response. Academics studying risk and crisis 

communication realize the importance of sharing information with those whose job it is 

to respond to crisis, but often it is the case that practitioners and academics trod on 

parallel paths toward the same well, each without ever acknowledging the other.



Qualitative studies of community response to natural or human-caused disasters can fill 

the gap between crisis communication research and the individuals responsible for 

responding to disasters.

This study provides insights into response planning in Fairbanks and potentially 

in other communities. Specifically, the command and control-type model or Incident 

Command System used in most response planning does not incorporate the community 

infrastructure or the citizenry as a valid means to combat crises. However, I interpreted 

the co-researchers’ as acknowledging that community members and area infrastructure 

are a potentially valid means by which to reduce the effects of a crisis. If so, then what is 

espoused in the Incident Command System conflicts with what the co-researchers said, 

suggesting that more research is necessary to broaden the scope of crisis management at 

the community level.

Looking at the bigger picture of risk and crisis communication in the FNSB, the 

information gathered in this study suggests that the Borough is enacting crisis 

communication, but faltering somewhat with regard to risk communication. Although all 

these agencies interact with each other through exercising, planning, and coordinating for 

potential crises, they lack in regard to communicating information to the public at large. 

The co-researchers’ lived experience in this study centers on crisis communication with 

the public through the media. Their experience does not include being engaged in risk 

communication with the public. O’Hair (2004) notes, “after 9/11 . . .  a renewed emphasis 

has been placed on understanding how public officials communicate risk and warnings to 

the public” (p. 5). This research suggests, while crisis managers should be applauded for



their efforts at planning and coordinating for potential crises, the lack of risk 

communication with the public can potentially hinder their response.

Certainly there is some public information. For instance, the Fairbanks Daily 

New-Miner, on September 26, 2005, reported in an article titled “Fairbanksans urged to 

plan ahead in case of disaster,” that Borough emergency management officials, the 

Alaska Division of Public Health, the Red Cross, and other agencies distributed 

information at a disaster preparedness fair held at a local mall (p. Bl). Occasional radio 

broadcasts have described the Borough’s concern over the widely-known potential of an 

Avian Flu outbreak, accompanied by brief information about what action to take in the 

wake of such an event. The fact remains, however, that if one is not shopping at the mall 

on that particular day or listening to the radio at that moment, very little is being 

communicated to the public about the assumption Borough officials and others have in 

regard to being prepared to cope on one’s own for up to 72 hours after a crisis event.

One means of informing residents in the FNSB about earthquake information, as 

was done following the Loma Prieta earthquake, is to mail to every household in the 

Borough the publication, “Are you prepared for the next big earthquake in Alaska?” 

(Alaska Earthquake Information Center). Another solution to community awareness is to 

conduct a campaign to induce individuals to be prepared for up to 72 hours through the 

use of routine media announcements, t-shirts, bumper stickers, and training to become a 

Volunteer in Disaster Relief. While volunteer efforts by the public in an emergency 

situation are not mandatory, the public can be viewed as a resource to be trained, 

organized, and mobilized, in a manner similar to Volunteers in Policing, Neighborhood



Watch Programs, and Volunteer Firefighters, as well as Emergency Medical Technicians. 

Becoming a Volunteer in Disaster Relief may simply include being prepared, and 

possibly engaging oneself in the recruitment of others. Granted, even with these measures 

in place, emergency personnel can still be overcome by a disaster, but a small number of 

individuals who can sustain themselves for a few days can be a big relief to those 

responding.

Every co-researcher in this study expressed confidence in their abilities, yet their 

assumption that they must be ready to cope for up to 72 hours in the wake of a crisis 

keeps them from becoming overconfident. Confidence is an important factor in the 

response to crises. The alternative suggests indecisiveness, uncertainty, and the lack of 

quick decision-making in a stressful situation. The fact that the agencies within the 

Borough meet outside agency requirements supports the confidence levels which 

individuals build through the process of training. Without agency requirements and 

regulating bodies, one questions whether these agencies would exercise as frequently as 

they do given the political climate surrounding the appropriation of funds from governing 

bodies. Requiring local municipalities to engage in disaster preparedness through routine 

exercises and periodic meetings builds confidence among first responders about their 

work in coordinating for response to crises, work that hopefully will benefit victims when 

a crisis does occur.
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Appendix

IRB 05-49 Approved for use August 11, 2005

Crisis and Living in the Polar North: Narratives of Lived Experience

Description of the Study:

You are being asked to take part in a study about personal experiences of crisis by people 
who have lived in the Polar North for at least five years. We are interested in what you 
have experienced, how your thinking has changed, and things you may now do or think 
that are different from before the experience(s). You are being asked to take part because 
you have volunteered that you have some stories of your experience that you would like 
to share. If you decide to take part, one of us will ask you to tell us your story(ies). Your 
story(ies) will be audio taped for our use in this project. This interview will take less than 
two hours.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:

We do not see any risks for you in being in this study. Being in the study will only cause 
you to spend time telling us about you experience(s). There will be no direct benefit to 
you for being in this study.

Confidentiality:

Your name will not be directly connected to any part of our study. No one but the 
researchers will ever be able to connect your story(ies) to your name. The audio tape ot 
your interview will be typed up and will be used with the stories of other people in the 
study. The audio tapes and the typed pages will also be kept in locked up in the 
Department of Communication for five years and then burned. The study is abou 
experience and not about any individual person. The information that we get from this 
research could be used in papers, presentations, and publications but you will never be 
personally identified in any way.

Your decision to take part in this study is voluntary. You can choose not to take part or to 
stop taking pan at any time without any penalty to you. In continumg with this interview 
you are providing informed consent.

Contact information:

If you have questions now, please feel free to ask us. If you Q u e s t i o n s  later, you may 
contact Dr. Pamela McWherter, rm. 503B Gruemng Building, UAF, 474-659 .
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If you have questions about your rights as a research subject, please contact the Research 
Coordinator in the Office of Research Integrity at 474-7800 (Fairbanks) or 1-866-876- 
7800 (outside Fairbanks); or ffprm@uaf.edu. Please reference IRB #05-49.

Counseling Services Available in the Community:

University of Alaska Fairbanks Center for Health and Counseling 
907.474.7043
203 Whitaker Building (UAF campus)

Fairbanks Community Health Center 
907.452.1575
4th Floor; 122 First Avenue 
Fairbanks, Alaska

mailto:ffprm@uaf.edu





